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Homecoming Celebration Slated
NewcomersIncreaseEnrollment
Numerous Activities Highlight
Gigantic Reunion of Alumni
By STANLEY M. COOK
For an adequate cure of home sickness, meet your old chums
of the past years November 1 on the growing campus of A. and T.
College. When the alumni reach the campus they will feel as
if the clock had turned back to the time of their school days.

Summer School
Huge Success
By CATHERINE STROUD, '53
Approximately 1,061 students were
enrolled during the summer sessions
at A. and T. College. Four hundred
sixty-eight were graduate students and
593 were undergraduates.
Graduate professors teaching at A.
and T. this past summer were George
R. Jordan, principal of Summer Field
High School, Guilford County; Flossie R. Alston, principal of Charles
Moore Elementary School, Greensboro; Marguerite Adams, Counselor
at Second Ward High School, Charlotte; Dr. Joseph P. McKelpin, research assistant, University of Wisconsin; O. A. Dupree, principal of
Sampson County Training School,
Clinton; Dr. A. F. Jackson, guidance
instructor of A. and T.; Elizabeth
Rov Williamson, dance instructor,
New York City; and Dr. M. J. Whitehead, professor of education.

Hundreds of former students of this
institution will assemble here to enjoy the gala activities that are being
planned, to renew their old experiences of yesterday, and to witness
A. and T. forging rapidly toward the
top of leading American colleges and
universities. New appearances of the
physical plant coupled with the varied
homecoming activities planned will
help to heighten the loyalty and devotion of all former students. The
homecoming committees are busy
finalizing the numerous activities for
the week end.

The college is expecting to entertain the largest single turnout of
alumni in its history. The activities
for homecoming will actually begin
on Friday, October 31. The main
event, the football game featuring the
A. and T. Aggies and the Morgan
State College "Bears" which is expected to draw some 20,000 persons,
ivill get underway at 2:00 P. M.
A. and T. will be seeking a second
straight victory over Morgan.
Several big social functions including two dances, one on Friday evening, October 31, and the annual
Many interesting lyceum programs homecoming ball on Saturday, Nov.
(Continued on Page 3)
1. at 8:00 P. M. are being sponsored
by the local Gate City Chapter of the
A. and T. Alumni Association. The
annual students' pep rally will be
staged Friday, October 31, at 7 P. M.
A Coffee Hour for alumni will be
held Saturday, November 1, at 9:30
A. M. at the Alumni House on the
campus.
Registration of visiting alumni will
be held in the Alumni House immediately preceding a brief meeting
of the alumni executive committee.
The colorful homecoming parade
the day of the game leaves the college
campus at 1:00 P. M. for the stadium.
A festival extravaganza is planned to
electrify the expected large crowd at
half time.
All former homecoming events will
be shadowed by the gigantic celebration to be staged this year by the returning alumni, students, and wellwishers of A. and T. College.
•

DOUGLAS CROMARTE, 'S3
President, Student Council

Greetings From Student
Council President To
Freshmen, New Students
Entering A. and T. College is a
passport to success. We are proud
to have you here because we believe
that you are capable of measuring
up to our high standards.
We are approaching a year that
will go down in history as one that
will bring with it problems and perplexities that will effect us as a group
and as individuals. We will, however, as in the past overcome these
problems and rise to unclaimed
heights in our individual aims in life.
If you want to get the most out
of college life, you will have to organize your thinking. You will need
to use foresight in acquiring those
skills which will be most valuable to
you later. You will have to plan
your life and follow your plan well.
We at A. and T. are one. The
mystic chord of fellowship stretches
out uniting us in our common goal
which is preparation for the world of
tomorrow.

0 •

Senior Class Elects
Officers for '52-'53
The senior class of 1953 congratulates the members of the freshman
class for selecting A. and T. College
to pursue work which will prepare
them for better service and better
life. We wish these fine students
will have four wonderful and profitable years here at our beloved institution.
Election following the opening of
school placed into the various offices
David McElveen, president; Dorothy
Miller, vice-president; Virginia Jones,
secretary; John Ward, treasurer; Linwood Smith and Robert Hall, student
council representatives; Henry Frye,
student aid f u n d
representative;
James Bridgett, editor of the yearbook. Mr. L. A. Wise is the senior
class advisor.
Many activities are planned by the
class to close out this year. All seniors are asked to attend every meeting scheduled in order that these
plans can be worked out with full
cooperation.
0 •
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"They Also Serve Who Stand
and Wait."—John Milton

Over 900 Frosh
Enter Aggie Land

School's Finances
Called Inadequate
By ARTHUR JOHNSEY
Greensboro Daily News
Raleigh Bureau
A. and T. College was pictured before the Advisory Budget Commission in Raleigh, North Carolina, as
less adequately financed than any other state-operated college.
A. and T.'s administration asked
$5,285,936 for capital improvements
—new buildings and equipment—and
$2,344,076 for maintenance in the
next biennium.
Advocates backed their arguments
with figures showing that educational
services are provided at A. and T.
at a lower per student cost than other
Negro institutions in the South. They
said its per capita operational costs
were the lowest of any state-supported college in North Carolina.
Warning Issued
Because of a low starting salary
for instructors and generally low instructional expenditures per pupil, the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools has issued a warning that "deficiencies should be lifted"
prior to its December meeting. The
association is the accrediting agency
for Southern colleges.
Referring to the disclosure, brought
out by a question from W. B. Umstead to Dr. F. D. Bluford, that the
engineering school isn't now recognized fully by accrediting institutions,
Shelley B. Caveness told the commission "if we don't offer it (engineering) at A. and T., they are going to
get the training and I don't have to
tell you what's going to happen."
Caveness Speaks
Caveness said he believes the people want Negroes to have equality of
educational opportunity and "it's high
time the general assembly does something about A. and T. College."
The new classroom building and
dormitory, it was explained, will enable the college to abandon old barracks students have used as living
quarters and classrooms for some seven years.
Dr. Bluford said the barracks are
in such disreputable state it would be
uneconomical to patch them up in
view of the certainty that they will
ultimately be abandoned.
A recently completed dormitory accommodated 1,010 male students, said
Dr. Bluford, "but we have over 2,000
boys."
Favors Increase
Caveness said environment influences in the areas surrounding the
college were additional reasons for
quartering the students in dormitories.
With respect to salaries, Caveness
said there was no reason why a dean
at A. and T. shouldn't be paid as
much as a dean at State College. The
Greensboro institution has had a
regular term enrollment of around
3,000 in the past two years, and there
were predictions it will go over 4,000
within a decade.
•
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English Department
Observes Day With Poets
Sunday, November 16, at 4 o'clock,
sixteen members of A. and T.'s English department will meet at Miss
Jean Bright's home, 1008 Benbow
Road, to observe a day with the poets.
Poems of Edmund Spenser, John Dryden, Keats, Byron, Coleridge, Longfellow will highlight the affair. Soliloquies from Shakespeare's plays and
sonnets of Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Shakespeare will be read. Refreshments will be served. Dr. L. A.
Alston is chairman of the English
Department.

• ' , » &

Coming on the heels of one of the
biggest building booms in the history
of the college. 970 eager freshmen invaded A. and T. during Orientation
Week last month. This total of newcomers is one of the highest according to figures listed by the Registrar's
Office.
The huge class of frosh was well
:n keeping with the institution which
itself is rapidly becoming one of the
foremost educational institutions of
the country. The college enrollment
this year is now 2602 according to
closest figures taken by the Registrar's
Office thus far. Of this number more
than 1500 are boys.
Expansion Noted

CLARA LORRAINE JOHNSON

Miss A. & T. Speaks

The large enrollment at A. and T.
comes at a time when expansion of
the college is at its highest peak.
Some years ago the college began a
several million dollar building program which is now nearing its completion. Finished thus far is the million dollar boys dormitory, the Technical Institute, the girls new dormitory, the agricultural extension building, and the chemistry building. These
were dedicated at this year's commencement.
Buildings which have
not been completed are the library,
home economics building, infirmary
and gymnasium. Each of these buildings will be very modern in architecture and design.
Even this large list of buildings will
not suffice for the rapidly growing
institution, for less than one year after
Scott Hall, men's new dormitory, was
completed to house 1010 boys, A. and
T. was in need of another dormitory.
But this rising and growing is indicative of a sure sign toward our becoming the foremost Negro institution of
higher learning.

All of us have arrived at this great
institution filled with initiative and
anxiety desirous of turning a new
page in our lives. We hope this new
page will consist of a thorough college education. We, as upperclassmen at A. and T., are happy that
you have chosen our Alma Mater as
your school to continue learning. We
hope you will learn to love and respect her as we do.
An education does not consist of
book learning only but is seen in
every phase of man's life. Since this
is true, we extend a hearty invitation
for you to become affiliated with various clubs and campus organizations.
In these groups, one can develop himself spiritually, morally, socially, and
intellectually. I feel one must be educated in all of these phases before he
can truly say that he is educated.
•
0 •
As freshmen you have four good
years in which you may gain all the
knowledge and gain much wisdom. If
you find the goal that you have in
mind now in pursuing this college education, you will be certain of success. Don't waste your time for life
The A. and T. College campus was
is too short. Let your four years
here be beneficial as well as pleasant. a scene of hustling, bustling, activity
October 4, when approximately 5,0
000 students from more than 150 high
schools, principally of North Carolina, poured onto the campus as guests
at the annual high school senior day.
In a guided tour under the supervision of 200 volunteer college students, the guests visited the new and
The Lyceum Committee presented modern dormitories, shops, classRawn Spearman, celebrated tenor of rooms, and laboratories and received
New York City, in concert before a an inside story of collegiate life and
packed house of A. and T. students study.
and faculty in Harrison Auditorium,
The day's activities began with
October 23. Mr. Spearman sang with
taste and musical understanding. His registration after long lines of busses
tenor voice is sonorous and resound- and cars emptied this host of students
ing when he sings pianissimo or forte and teachers from practically all counpassages. Opening the concert with ties in the state. The highway enan aria from Bach's "Christmas Ora- trance to the campus was packed with
torio," the artist sang a program of vehicles by 9 A. M. At the registrasongs that was of the highest calibre tion center, each group of visitors was
featuring two songs heard for the first given identification cards, meal tictime in America. His vast audience kets, and varied literature on the fawas held in rapt attention until each cilities of the college. From then on,
song was ended. He was enthusiasti- the campus guests were carried
through the paces of a busy schedule
cally received.
which concluded late in the afternoon
Songs by Bach, Dowland, Rameau, with supper in the college dining hall.
Tomasi, Hue, Poulenc, Kingsford,
The 120 piece A. and T. College
Purcell, Broadnax, and Villa Lobos band provided entertainment in front
constituted the major program offer- of Dudley Hall before leading the
ings. The entire Schuman "Dichter- cheering throng to Memorial Stadium
liebe" was beautifully delivered. Mr. where the visitors joined other "AgSpearman passionately projected Fred gie" fans to watch the thrilling footHall's cycle of four Afro-American ball game between Virginia Union
songs. His stage decorum and mu- University and A. and T. College. The
sicianship were in evidence in all that A. and T. "Bulldogs" put on a thrillhe did.
ing battle, winning their first conResponding to thunderous applause, ference game at the expense of Virthe artist was generous in singing sev- ginia Union, 14-6.
eral memorable encores. Another of
The visiting students were enthusihis appearances at A. and T. is as- astic in their praise of the college
sured. Mr. Spearman's accompanist, buildings and activities. One student
composer Kingsford, played sympa- from West Charlotte High remarked
thetically and helped to make this an as he finished the tour of Scott Hall,
(Continued on Page 4)
enjoyable concert.

High School Seniors
Overrun Campus

Noted Tenor
In Concert
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How Much Does Each
Candidate Weigh?
By STANLEY M. COOK
It is important to note the diction
and implications the candidates are
conveying to the people in the hot
political campaign now being waged.
When the people go to the polls November 4, they should know what
their candidates have explicitly stated in their speeches. They should
examine the speakers' discourse for
verbosity and for facts. Have you
analyzed their views on the foreign
policy?
EISENHOWER
"I proudly salute the gallant American fight in Korea . . . What I deplore in the cases of Berlin and Korea is this: the incompetence of political leaders which made military
action necessary. Democracies cannot afford the luxury of assigning
armies of soldiers to go around 'picking up' after their statesmen . . . "
Eisenhower quotes Stevenson 'With
85 per cent of our budget allocated
to defense, it is the Soviet Union
which now fixes the level of our tax
rates'. "It is true of course that the
taxpayer is burdened heavily by the
Soviet threat. But what the Democratic nominee confessed was that,
under the present administration poli-

cy, the taxpayer is dancing to the
Soviet tune . . ."
"I cite these smug evasions because they suggest what I am fighting for in this campaign. The American people need a government that
knows enough about arms and armies
to work out the most defense at less
cost with the least delay. It needs a
government that recognizes the Korean war as a critical problem demanding solution. It needs a government willing to call upon all its
members for absolute loyalty . . . lt
needs a government that is in a hurry to face its problems, however
tough they may be.
"If we do this, we will save America
from becoming a beleagured outpost
of a weary democratic world. We
will proclaim America to be—what
she must ever be—the headquarters
of freedom."
STEVENSON
To Eisenhower's criticism of the
withdrawal of U. S. troops from Korea in 1949, Stevenson countered:
"The General acts as if this were the
result of some secret White House
division. I would call his attention
to the fact that while he was Chief
of Staff of the United States Army,
the Chiefs of Staff advised that South
Korea was of little strategic interest
to the U. S. and recommended withdrawal of U. S. forces from the
country."
"Next my distinguished opponent
has recently begun to parrot the
charges of the Republican irresponsibles that the administration abandoned China to the Communists . . . But
he still must know in his heart, even
if he does not admit it, that in the
past six years nothing except the sending of an American expeditionary
force to China could have prevented
ultimate Communist victory."
"Let us not place victory in a political campaign ahead of national interest, and let's talk sense about what
we have gained . . . in Korea."
When the voters study the factors
involved in the issues put before the
candidates, they are able to see the
one candidate who talks around an
issue without answering it.
The country is in need of strong
men, men who can fight to sustain
their convictions and to uphold principles of the American ideal; not men
who are like puppets in the hands of
charlatans and demagogues.
0

Sex of One Beats Half
Dozen of the Other
"Florida fruit growers find that the
photo of a bathing beauty or a can
of citrus juice fas great sales appeal.
So they are taking from the labels
the pictures of oranges, grapefruit
and lemons and replacing them with
full color photos of the girl in the
swim suit.
"The advantage is obvious. After
all, which would you rather squeeze?"

cJLet 6 ^jrace
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By JAMES E. BRIDGETTE, '53
As A. and T. rapidly takes her place among the
institutions in the nation, there are many advances we
must make. These advances are brought about by the
body working diligently to effect the fine features of

leading educational
as a college family
faculty and student
our program here.

First, members of our family here at A. and T. must be proud of
our school and its heritage by showing loaylty at all times. When the "Alma Mater" is being sung or played, all should stand whether you are on
the practice field, viewing the band, at the football stadium, in chapel,
or in any assembly.

By STANLEY M. COOK
Assuming that an individual has all
he qualifications required for a citi'en and enough intelligence to earn
t living, and at the same time wanting to participate in his government,
how may he do it? To what extent
•nay he take a part?
It is not conceivable that all citizens of this country could hold political office, but all qualified citizens
have the right to indicate whom they
vish to represent them. This is not
:t new view but rather something that
has come about by an evolutionary
process. For instance, in the middle
ages, when representation was beginning to develop, the right to participate was a vested privilege, closely
connected with a particular status in
society set through land ownership.
In the beginning of the organization
of Greek, Roman and Germanic people, the tribal theory was used. Membership in the state meant participation, noted as a necessary and natural
part of the life of the citizen.
Today we are far removed in some
respect from the exact principles of
the middle ages ideology and of the
Greek, Roman and Germanic people's theories, for we are conforming
(Continued on Page 3)

ARE YOU
AWARE THAT

Scholarship is encouraged here. All students are striving to make
high scholastic averages. Ducking so called rough courses each quarter
cannot be accepted as wise practice. This will cause five year students
more than anything else. Should we dodge certain instructors and take
By K E N N E T H KIRBY, '55
other courses just to have the hours to stay in school rather than take
Good
resolutions and babies crying
the required subjects regtrdless of the instructor or reputation of the
in church are a ,ot alike . . . both
course?
should be carried out immediately.
Much talk is made about campus beautification, yet we walk across
—The Gilerafter
the lawns ignoring completely the walkways. We should take pride in
Eight presidents—Washington, Jefour lawns and the other attributes of A. and T. Shortcuts have become ferson, Madison, Monroe, W. H. Harour specialty. Are many of us taking short cuts out of life?
Watch rison, Tyler, Taylor, and Wilson were
Virginians by birth.
our buildings. Keep them in good shape. This makes the campus beauAbraham Lincoln's Emancipation
tiful.
Proclamation gave liberty to more
Class meeting—what's that? Attend all class meetings as well as other than four million slaves.
There are 6,000,000 girls in the
organizational meetings so that this common phrase can be no longer
heard around the campus. Four united classes can make many dreams U. S. named Mary. The top name
for lads is William.
.md plans become realities. The senior class surely realizes this fact.
Statisticians say that the amount of
Our campus organizations must support each other's projects and lipstick used annually by American
movements. Cooperative effort is far more fruitful than individual ef- women could paint 40,000 barns
fort. Petty grievances must be eliminated. We make our school great. bright red.
Greatness has no little attributes. Undertake projects which will benefit
More than 419 billion cigarettes
Lhe college at large as well as the organization itself.
were manufactured in 1951.
We must learn to appreciate the cultural side of life as well as the
Wine contains all of the 13 mineral
social side. The phrase, "AH work and no play makes Jack a dull boy" e'ements recognized as needful to
can well be re-stated as "All play and no work makes Jack a bad boy." maintain human life, according to the
J u r lyceum programs are an integral part of our college life. Programs Fncyclopedia Britannic?
considered dull or uninteresting are usually ones that can be described
The Detroit — Windsor Tunnel,
is "just what the doctor ordered." Students seeking culture and advance- which connects the U. S. and Canada,
ment should appreciate these programs and enjoy the feature attraction is the only underwater vehicular tunJong with the students who go really to enjoy the program.
nel between two nations.
Nevada, sixth largest state in the
Chapel!! The administration excuses all persons from classes to attend. This is a privilege. A large enrollment means a large attendance Union, has the smallest population.
One description of a real old timer
at chapel. All students are expected at chapel and vesper services. Young
men are especially urged to attend vesper. Young ladies are always present. is given as one who can remember
Let's improve our attendance in order to compare it with the numbers when the baby-sitter was called
ivho attend dances and other such activities. We cannot obtain religious mother.
satisfaction through osmosis; so let's go every time vesper is scheduled.
Boasting one of the largest enrollments of Negro colleges and universities in the country, A. and T. is rapidly solidifying its place in the
heirarchy including Howard, Fisk, and Atlanta universities.
Evidence of this is seen in the high qualifications the faculty must
meet, the type of courses, added or changed, in our curriculum, the struc- O p e n Letter to the Editor
tural growth of the campus, in our athletic prowess, and in the high type
of programs and speakers presented in our cultural programs.
Indeed, Dear Editor:
As a senior at A. and T., I have
A. and T. is holding- her own in the field of education. How much more
found that the interest in academic
can we students contribute? LET'S FACE IT.
work seems to have fallen immensely
among the students. Is it because
the students are more interested in
social life, or is it that they have
-Arttention
^Ladled.'
found satisfaction in other activities?
I have found that Nocho Street
"Watch out for masculine coiffure forces will be liberalized this year. De- seems to be the place of study rather
competition.
Austrian hairdressers cember draftees will be processed ear- than the third floor of the administraly, allowed to go home for the holi- tion building. To me, this is quite
are actually trying to convince men
days: reception center personnel also confusing, and it arouses my curiosity
that a permanent wave would aid to will get leaves. Some overseas perto ask you, "what can the matter be?"
their looks."
sonnel, ending their tours, will be
JAMES HILL, JR.
"Christmas leave for the armed rushed home."
Class of '53
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Fifty-Four Teachers
Added to Faculty
Dr. F. D. Bluford, President of
the Agricultural and Technical College of North Carolina, in a determined effort to raise scholastic
standards and eliminate overcrowding of classes, revealed last :nonth the
addition of fifty-four instructors to
the school faculty for the school year
1952-53. The fields of the freshmen
mentors vary from ROTC to food
preparation and includes such major
fields of study as physical education,
music, guidance, English, art, history,
commercial education, biology, chemistry, and bacteriology.
Included in the group are sixteen
persons whose positions are of an administrative nature. They are: Mr.
William J. Decatur and Mr. Leroy
F. Everette, assistants to the Dean
of Men; Misses Virginia L. Hughes,
Edith D. Lee, Laura Moss, Edna L.
Adkins and Mrs. Gladys J. Taylor,
Myrtle Nesbitt, assistants to the Dean
of Women; Misses Hybernia McAdoo,
Ann Watts, Majorie L. Holmes, Gladys Drake, Doris Dean, Mable Alexander, Dorothy Smith and Mrs. Marteena B. Wooten. stenographers and
secretaries in the various administrative offices, and Miss Catherine Johnson, switchboard operator.
The Aggie neophytes, arranged according io their fields of instruction,
are: English: Messrs. R. R. Palmer,
associate professor, Maceo T. Bowie,
Misses Betty J. Bobo, Shauneille Perry, Mesdames Mayme W. Holt, Mildred N. Simmons, instructors. Social
Sciences: Dr. Charles W. Simmons,
professor of history. Art: Messrs. Leroy F. Holmes, assistant professor,
and James A. Broady, Jr., instructor.
Biological Science: Messrs. William
M. Banks, associate professor and Alfred Hill, Jr., instructor.
Physical
Education: Mr. James A. Stevens,
professor and assistant football coach.
Dr. Randa D. Russell, director of
physical education for women, anc
Mrs. Cynthia Chivers, instructor ol
physictil education and dance. Sciences: Messrs. Aaron C. Madry, assistant
professor
of
floriculture;
George C. Royal, assistant professor
of bacteriology; Joe E. Grier, instructor of poultry husbandry; and
Robert E. Williams, instructor in
chemistry. Technical Studies: Messrs.
Walter Tyson, instructor in mechanical drawing; Harold C. I.awton, instructor in tailoring; and Lewis Richards, instructor of brick masonry.
Other instructors include: Miss
Maxine McBrier, assistant professor
of French and Spanish; Miss Irene
Cartwright, instructor of commercial
education; Dr. Arthur F. Jackson,
professor of guidance; Miss Sarah
Turk, nursery school assistant; Miss
Yvonne Porter, instructor in music;
and Miss Lorraine B. Stith, assistant
dietitian.
With the military, the following
persons were appointed: Air Force
ROTC: Major Theodore A. Wilson,
APAS and T.; Captain Jack D. Holschow, APAS and T., Sergeants Benjamin Kornegay and Ivey J. Bowen,
instructors.
Infantry ROTC: CWO
Milton E. Dodson, personnel officer;
Sergeants Robert O. Watkins and
Joseph Colquitt, instructors.
Returning to Aggieland this fall
after leaves of absence to pursue higher degrees were Dr. Leadie M. Clark,
professor of English, who obtained
her doctorate from the University of
Illinois; Mr. James Pendergrast, instructor in chemistry, who studied at
the University of Minnesota during
1951-52; and Mr. Charles C. Davis,
who divided the 1951-52 school year
between Howard and Catholic Universities in Washington, D. C.
As evidenced by Mr. Palmer's appointment as adviser to the college
newspaper and as director and coach
of the debating teams, by Miss Perry's connection with campus radio
and dramatic activities, and by Miss
Porter's work with the new All Girls
Band, Aggie devotees may assume that
this early display of talent symbolizes
an earnest effort to further aid the
Agricultural and Technical College of
North Carolina in reaching ihe high
standards set and at the same time
in promoting closer faculty-student relationships.

. . No
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The College Inn
Announces Plans

JlHl

The College Inn Announces Plans—
In an interview with B. F. Bright,
manager of the COLLEGE INN, it
was disclosed that he and his staff
of eight are working diligently to give
better service. "The fact that daily
approximately 3,000 students and
acuity members visit the Inn to purchase," Mr. Bright went on to say,
"cooperation of all people served by
the Inn is necessary." He suggested
that each person served should move
away from the counter to make room
.'or others. This greatly facilitates ef.icient service.

Shown above, from lett to right are: Sylvia Coleman. Production Manager; Charles D. Bussey, Sports Editor;
Willie Ballard, Circulation Manager; Richard Moore, Associate Editor; Lannie V. McArthur, Editor-in-chief; Charles
Gap, Reporter; Mary V. Jones, member of Production Staff; Marion Blair, Business Manager; and R. Roderick Palmer,
Faculty Adviser.

"To date the smooth running of
the Inn is due greatly to the attitudes
and cooperation of everyone at A. and
T. College," he said. Reports of an
expanded COLLEGE INN and the
installation of a television set in the
near future were definite, he stated
further, as he outlined additional features of the Inn.
Service can be secured at the Inn
from 8 A. M. to 10 P. M. Monday
through Friday and from 2 to 6 P. M.
on Sundays. Mr. Bright extends a
hearty welcome to all members of the
A. and T. family to visit the Inn for
courteous, friendly,
and
efficient
service.
0

Chemistry Department's
Experiments Underway
By E. SHIRLEY TAYLOR

Pictured above are members of the Production and Circulation Staffs; and Proof Readers.
foi putting the paper to bed and distribution after publication.

They are responsible

Dr. White went on to explain that
"So far the activity of the labeled
bitter principle has been too weak to
enable us to detect the radio active
bitter principle in the cow's milk."
"Efforts are underway," he concluded, "to synthesize labeled bitter weed
principle to a much higher degree for
future experiments. These results will
be reported later."

zmZ:

Pictured above are Fealure Writers, Sports Writers, and Reporters.

FACULTY ADVISER OF
REGISTER STAFF NAMED
By STANLEY COOK
R. Roderick Palmer, associate professor of English, who holds the A.B.
and M.A. degrees in English, earned
his master of education degree and
completed requirements for the doctor
of education degree at the University
of Maryland in June, 1952.
He
is reported to be the first member of his race to receive a degree at Washington University in St.
Louis after that school opened its professional schools to Negroes in 1948.
He was named at the opening of the
school year as faculty adviser to the
REGISTER.
During his ten years teaching experience, he spent six of these years
directing student publications, serving
as faculty adviser and instructor in
journalism. He worked for a year on
the staff of the Library of Congress
in Washington, D. C. as a bibliographer and reference librarian. Many
of his bibliographies and articles have
R. RODERICK PALMER
been published. In a winter issue of
CLEARINGHOUSE will appear an
account of his recent study "Is Teach- Church, and Kappa Alpha Psi Fraing a Profession?"
ternity. He is married and has one
Mr. Palmer is a member of Phi child.
Delta Kappa, Kappa Delta Pi, NaAlready he has begun work with
tional Council of Teachers of English, the REGISTER staff that gives indiNational Press Club, American Lan- cation of a banner year of news reguage Association, American Teachers porting at A. and T. "We all have
Association, American Association of agreed to work tirelessly to publish
University Professors, the Episcopal a college paper in keeping with the

Dr. B. T. White, head of Department of Chemistry, who last year was
granted a $27,000 grant by the U. S.
goevrnment to experiment on causes
and possible remedy for the bitter
milk prevalent in cows in North Carolina, announced the third week of
this school year the achievements that
tad been made.
Speaking to a staff reporter of the
REGISTER, Dr. White explained
what had been done to date on the
project.
He said, "Experiment has
been set up to perfect the synthesis
of Carbon 14 labeled "Bitter weed
principle." The apparatus consists of
a two caged arrangement. In one of
the cages, bitter weed plants are allowed to grow in atmosphere of radioactive carbon dioxide. As the plants
grow the bitter principle which the
plants synthesized becomes labeled
with radio active carbon. After six
weeks the matured bitter weed plants
are gathered, dried, and the bitter
principle is extracted from the plants.
I he purified radio active crystals are
placed in a small capsule and injected
into the stomach of the cow through
a stomach tube. In this way it is
hoped that the milk the cow gives
will contain the radio active bitter
principle."

remarkable progress our institution is
making. Cooperation of the entire
A. and T. family is needed if we expect success," he said in an interview
last week.
Mrs. Loreno Marrow,
graduate of A. and T. College and
New York University, serving this
year as a faculty adviser to the
REGISTER, holds these same views.
In addition to his duties as faculty
adviser to the REGISTER,
Mr.
Palmer is coach of the college debating teams and is serving in a volunteer capacity as recreation worker at
the Windsor Community Center in
the city.
0

Summer School
(Continued from Page 1)
were presented which attracted large
numbers of students. On June 8 the
Harp Trio was heard; June 19 Teitel
and Higgins performed "As You Like
It"; June. 23, The Laubins, a group
of Indian Dancers were witnessed;
July 14, Allen Brown performed; July
22, the Knowles Duo thrilled a large
audience; August 5, Oscar Henry, tenor of Fisk University, sang a memorable program of songs; and August
15, the Silvertone Quartet closed the
summer series with a stirring song
recital.
Other outstanding features during
the summer sessions were the educational workshops directed by W. T.
Gibbs, Dean at A. and T., and the
graduate seminars conducted by Dr.
L. H. Robinson, Dr. L. A. Alston,
Malcolm Jackson, and R. L. Wooden.

0

VOTE... !
(Continued from Page 2)
to a more democratic form of social
existence.
As a citizen, the individual can participate in a most vital
phase of his country's government
through a definite act: this act is the
casting of his one vote in the national
elections on November 4. Voting gives
one the satisfaction of expressing his
opinion in the selection of the administrators of our great country. Be a
loyal citizen-vote!!

VOTE
"In recent national elections in
some free countries, the following
percentage of eligible persons
voted:
Australia
96% voted (1951)
Great Britain . 8 3 % voted (1951)
Sweden
80% voted (1950)
W. Germany
75% voted (1949)
Canada
74% voted (1949)
Israel
72% voted (1951)
United States
51% voted (1948)
"Only about one-half of our
voters went to the polls in the last
presidential election. The right to
vote is a privilege and a responsibility. Let us make this year's vote
the largest ever recorded in our
history! Get out and vote NOVEMBER 4! Urge all your friends
to do likewise."
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By JAMES E. BRIDGETTE, '53
ORCHIDS to our freshman class, the largest here in four years. Here's
hoping that the members will enjoy these informative and exciting years
of college life and will help A. and T. grow to greater heights.
ONIONS to those students who insist on making a path across the
lawn surrounding Scott Hall. Trail-blazing went out with Daniel Boone
and Kit Carson, but if some of us are still homesick for the woods, don't
blame the concrete walks.
ORCHIDS to the name plates on the college's new buildings. Now
we have the privilege of using them when we refer to the buildings.
ONIONS to those young men who forget their manners in the presence of young ladies. There are some people who firmly believe that
womanhood still warrants respect.
ORCHIDS to the "Freshman Talent Show." If the ability to master
lessons is as satisfactory as the quality of talents shown, the Kappa Alpha
Psi's annual scholarship reception, which honors all freshman students
who earned the year' highest averages in their class, will be awfully
crowded.
ONIONS to those students who showed a degree of discourtesy at
the freshman talent show. Reminded me of the story of "The Crabs in
(he Bucket."
ORCHIDS to our football squad for four wins in as many tries. We
would like to see an undefeated, untied record turned in this year. Are
our hopes too high?
ONIONS to the conversing male and female students who do not
use the beautiful reception rooms in the dormitories provided for that
purpose. The chairs inside or the stoops outside will not electrocute you
if you sit on them. No man student should call or talk to the young
ladies through dormitories' windows from the street or campus.
ORCHIDS to our cheering squad. They have made an enthusiastic
effort to give us new meaning to that "Ole Aggie Spirit."
ONIONS to those students who refuse to cheer along with the cheering squad unless our team is leading. Psychologically, our boys need the
cheering most when they are behind.
ORCHIDS to our new and returning faculty members. The number of Ph.D.'s is frightening, but pleasing, I'm graduating! Pity the underclassmen!
ONIONS to those fellows in Scott hall who keep noise all through
the night. One would think they came here to major in professional
sound effects.
ORCHIDS to the painting of the buildings on North Campus, a
campus improvement. It was a sight for eager, proud eyes.
ONIONS to those students who never participate in campus organizations and the varied activities. After all, organizational participation is a
part of college life.
ORCHIDS to the new arrangement of the newspaper office.
With
the new set-up, the "Cream of College News" will be 100 per cent pure,
no more skimmed milk.
ONIONS to those staff members agreeing to work on the REGISTER
staff who haven't attended a meeting. No doubt it is only the banquet
given at the end of each school year that interests them.
ORCHIDS to Registrar Cunningham and his staff for our new form
of registration. This is a great improvement over the old system. The
printed schedule for the year permits all concerned to foretell the future.
ONIONS to those persons who send in news signed "anonymous" to
be published in THE REGISTER. If you are afraid to sign your name,
the staff is afraid to print your news.
ORCHIDS to the promoters of "High School Senior Day." If We
made the same impression this year as we did last year, we may be safe
in predicting our freshman enrollment to exceed the 2,000 mark.
O N I O N S to those students who refuse to aid in serving as guides of
the visiting high school seniors each year. Just another example of your
not participating in college activities.
ONIONS to those students who place chewing gum under plates in
the cafeteria. We must remember this is our home.

Double Features??
By K E N N E T H KIRBY, '55
As I make the long trek each day
back and forth across the campus,
my eyes behold many interesting
sights. Among them are the many
new faces and the returning upperclassmen.
One fine afternoon as I observed
the band in action, the majorettes
particularly, I was quite surprised at
what I saw because this was something new. Suddenly I began asking
myself, do I need glasses? Could it
be the heat? Are my eyes deceiving
me? Finally, I concluded that "seeing is believing and a fellow just
can't see for looking." I was looking at Misses Doris and Dorothy
Brice, twin sisters who were performing with the other majorettes and the
band.
At a later date I had the pleasure
of meeting the two charming young
ladies and it was quite a problem to
distinguish between the two. I learned that they are residents of Greensboro and graduated from Dudley
High School this year. In high school
both of them were majorettes and
they have always desired to be members of A. and T.'s band. Doris and
Dorothy are majoring in Commercial
Education and, so far, English is their
favorite subject. As far as sports are
concerned, they think the football
team is great.
As our conversation continued, another young lady, Miss Juanita Brown
stopped by and began to chat with
us.
She and the girls were dressed
alike. I began to wonder if she was
a member of the family also. They
informed me that she was just a close
friend and that the three had been
majorettes since high school. Finally,
our conversation was interrupted by
the beating of drums and the blaring
of horns. It was time for the young
ladies to take their places in the band
formation. As 1 stood watching them
off, I was still trying to determine
Dorothy from Doris. Indeed they
presented double features!!!

A. & T. Coach on TV
Sec and hear our Bill Bell over
WFMY, TV Thursday, October 30,
6:45 P. M. Charlie Horewcll's
sports program.
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By E. SHIRLEY TAYLOR, '53
1 will remember the words of
George Lorchiner, "It's good to have
money and buy the things that money
can buy, but it's good to check up
once in a while, and make sure you
haven't lost the things money can't
buy."
A good neighbor is a fellow who
smiles at you over the back fence but
doesn't climb over it.
"Life is too short to jump off a
cliff."
The chief thing is to have a soul
that loves the truth and harvers to
where it finds it.
Resort is hard to ridicule only when
reason is against it.
He who lives and runs away may
live to love another day.
1 am a believer in punctuality
though it makes me lonely.
Richness excludes only one in convenience and that is poverty.
In great attempts it is glorious even
to fail.
Everything comes to him who hustles while he waits.
No one can disgrace us but ourselves.
It is well for people who think to
change their minds in order to keep
them clean.
Believe everything you hear said of
the world, nothing is too impossibly
bad.
My interest is in the future because
I am going to spend the rest of my
life there.
You are genuinely happy if you
don't know why.
Always imitate the winner if you
lose.
As knowledge increases, wonder
deepens.
We must seek our happiness and
inward peace from objects which cannot be taken away from us.
"A lie travels around the world
while truth is putting on its boots."
Friendship is a word, the very sight
of which in print makes the heart
warm.
If some people got their rights they
would complain of being deprived of
their ways.
Pain is no evil unless it conquers us.
The soul would have no rainbow
had the eye no tears.
Every man alone is sincere.
"The true blessedness of man is not
to arrive, but to travel."—Stevenson.
Decision of character is one of the
most important of human qualities.
If you wish to be loved, show more
of your faults than your virtues.
We have committed the Golden
Rule to memory; let us now commit
it to life.
I should rather have my play damned by bad players, than merely saved
by good activity.
The secret of success lies not in
doing your own work but in recognizing the right man to do it.
Ceremony is an invention of wise
men to keep fools at a distance.

Campus capers
call for Coke
There's bedlam in the
stands when the team is on

A. &T. Officials Attend ROTC
Conference In Alabama
Dr. F. D. Bluford, President of
A. and T. College, Greensboro, N. C.
accompanied by Major Elmore M.
Kennedy, Jr., participated with more
than 115 college presidents and vicepresidents and 60 deans in one of
two Air Force ROTC orientation conN E W YORK — If Junior comes ferences at the Air University, Maxhome with a black eye, there's no well Air Force Base, at Montgomery,
need to waste good steak treating it. Alabama, October 15 and 22.
Air Force ROTC professors of air
"Especially with prices the way they
are today, there are better uses for science and tactics at 188 colleges
tenderloin than cooling a shiner," says and universities throughout the UnitDr. Franklin M. Foote, Executive Di- ed States, Hawaii and Puerto Rico,
rector of the National Society for the having AF ROTC units, accompanied
the college officials.
Prevention of Blindness.
Brig. Gen. M. K. Deichelmann,
Instead, Dr. Foote suggests this
method for treating Junior's black eye; Commandant of the A F ROTC proApply compresses of cold water gram, explained the purpose of the
every three hours for about 20 to 30 conference:
minutes. This will reduce the swell(1) To acquaint educational execuing and coloring of the skin. After tives with proposed changes and im24 hours, apply hot compresses regu- provements in future operation and
larly to absorb the black-and-blue administration of the AF ROTC promarks more quickly. If vision is im- gram.
paired—or if pain persists—consult
(2) To review the new A F ROTC
a physician.
course of instruction to be inauguAn even better way to handle the rated in the 1953-54 school year, and
problem of Junior's black eyes is to
(3) To emphasize plans of A F
prevent them from happening.
ROTC Headquarters to conduct a
"Of course you can't watch every carefully developed ROTC program
move young youngster makes," Dr. which will be mutually beneficial to
Foote says, "but you can stop him the supporting institutions and to the
and his pals from playing dangerous Air Force.
games. Here's something to rememDr. F. D. Bluford and Major Elber: 90,000 eye accidents occur
among American school children more M. Kennedy, Jr. attended the
every year, and most of them take conference on October 22, leaving
place during unsupervised sports or here for Montgomery Tuesday, October 21 by Air Force plane, returngames.
ing Thursday, October 23.
"Each year about 1,000 youngsters
The conference, October 15, was
lose the sight of one or both eyes for college and university representabecause of sling-shots, BB guns, bows tives in Alabama, Colorado, Connecand arrows, pointed sticks. These ticut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa,
aren't toys—they're weapons.
Louisiana,
Maine,
Massachusetts,
"Teach your youngsters that care- Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nelessness can tragically injure their braska, New Hampshire, North Daown eyes and the eyes of others. Help kota, Ohio. Oregon, Pennsylvania,
them to play safe!"
Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Utah, Ver0
mont, Washington, Wisconsin, and
Wyoming.

Remedy Given
For Black Eyes

Former Aggie Finishes
Army School

WITH THE XVI CORPS IN JAPAN—Second Lt. Calvin L. Jones,
whose wife, Josephine, lives at Mocksville, N. C , recently graduated from
the XVI Corps Leader's School at
Camp Matsushima, Japan.
The school gives intensive training
in Army tactics, organization and administration.
The XVI Corps is training as the
security force for the Japanese islands,
lt includes two combat divisions, the
1st Calvary and 24th Infantry, both
veterans of the fighting in Korea.
A platoon leader with Company L
of the 5th Calvary Regiment, Lieutenant Jones entered the Army in
August 1951.
He formerly received his Bachelor
of Science Degree from the North
Carolina A. and T. College, Greensboro, N. C , and is a member of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Jones lists as parent, Rev. N. V.
Jones, Charlotte. N. C.

Attending the conference, October
22, were representatives from Arizona,
Arkansas, California, Hawaii, Illinois,
Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland,
Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,
Washington. D. C. and West Virginia.
The Air University, educational
system of the Air Force, recently assumed administration of the A F
ROTC program in addition to its
other varied educational and research
missions which now serve al! Air
Force commands and about 200,000
students in many parts of the world.

()

High School Seniors
(Continued from Page 1)
"Ah, some building!" The Infantry
ROTC drill team which performed
during the halftime along with the
band and majorettes received considerable praise.
Further indication of the fine time
provided on this day, according to the
college dietitian, was that the high
school seniors thoroughly enjoyed and
consumed among other things, 2,500
pounds of fresh turkey with 100 gallons of turkey gravy, 800 pounds of
ham, 12,000 rolls, and 200 gallons
of ice cream. All visitors declared
the total activity of the day could be
classed as one of the highlights of the
early fall program of A. and T. College.
• 0

Civil Service
lob Announced

a march to the goal. K e e p
things going! Refresh now
and then with a frosty
bottle of delicious Coca-Cola.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Greensboro Coca-Cola Company
"Coke" is a registered trade-mark.

September-October, 1952

Greensboro, N . C.

© 1952, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

Outstanding young men and women desiring a career in Federal Administration may apply for the 1952
Junior Management Assistant examination no later than November 13.
The examination date will be announced November 1.
Starting salaries for the various
agencies are $3,410 and $4,205 per
year.
Necessary requirements are college
training, business or public administration experience, or training in the
social sciences. Applicants must pass
two written examinations to be eligible for an interview. Students must
have completed their education by
June 30, 1953.
Eligible applicants will receive offers of employment upon graduation.
Applications and further information
may be secured from first or secondclass post offices or from the United
States Civil Service
Commission,
Washington, D. C.

September-October, 1952

THE

Varied Chapel Government Seeks
Programs For Workers at A. & T.
Year Slated
By LEWIS E. TURNER, '55
To create interest in the chapel
programs, the Rev. C. M. McCoy, director of religious activities here at
the college, has released what promises to be a well diversified series of
activities for this quarter.
OCTOBER
14. Tuesday 10:00 a. m.—Dr. Henry Goddard Leach will speak on,
"American versus Scandinavian Democracy.
Sounds interesting? We
are sure that it will be, so don't miss
it.
19. Sunday at 11:00 a. m.—The
Reverend R. O. Bass of Columbia,
South Carolina will speak. Reverend
Bass is a graduate of Lane College of
Jackson, Tennessee and Garrett Theological Seminary, which is a part of
Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois. He has had a very successful career and is now pastoring at the
Sidney Park Colored Methodist Episcopal Church. Being quite active in
young people's work, he is sure to
have something interesting to offer us.
21. Tuesday at 10:00 a. m.—"The
Railroad Convocation," sponsored by
the American Association of Railroads, is scheduled to present an entertaining and educational program.
28. Tuesday at 10:00 a. m.—Dr.
John H. Powell, Educational Director
of Town Hall, will be the speaker of
the hour. His subject was not disclosed at press time but he promises
to be an interesting speaker.
NOVEMBER
2. Sunday. 11:00 a. m.—The alumni worship service will feature as
guest speaker Mr. W. C. Chance, one
of A. and T.'s first graduates. Mr.
Chance, one of North Carolina's early
educators, has held several positions
in the North Carolina Teachers Association. He is a champion of human
rights. His subject was not announced before press time.
4. The Department of Education
will present a program in keeping
with,
"Education
Week,"
10:00
o'clock, Tuesday morning. The nature
of the program has not been posted.
6. A. and T. College will observe
its annual "Founders' Day." Dr. Earl
II. McClenney, president of St. Paul's
Polytechnic Institute, will be guest
speaker at the ceremony.
9. 6:30 p. m. Sunday evening will
be our opportunity to hear Dr. Stringfellow Barr, lecturer.
11. The International
Relations
Club will present, in honor of United
Nations Day, a program on Tuesday
at the usual time. All patriotic citizens are urged to be present.
16. The Rev. George C. Fisher, pastor of St. Ambrose Episcopal Church
of Raleigh, North Carolina, will be
the guest speaker at our regular Sunday morning worship service.
18. The speaker at this Tuesday's
chapel hour will be Mr. R. E. Jones,
State Agent, of the Agricultural Extension Service. His speech will probably be directed primarily to agriculture majors, but all should be present
in order to take advantage of his experiences.
25. The College Fellowship Council
is responsible for the presentation of
a program at this hour. The nature
of this program was not released at
press time.
27. Due to the out of town football
game between A. and T. College and
North Carolina College, the traditional Y.M.C.A. "Thanksgiving Service"
has been eliminated.

Officials from the fourth U. S.
civil service region will visit A. and T.
on the first wing of trips to college
campuses December 1-3 to recruit future federal government workers. The
four members of the team will interview students business majors, agricultural and technical students, social science majors, student engineers, electricians, math-mcticians, and other
potential workers for various jobs
throughout the various civil service
regions.
Students will meet members of the
team who will conduct interviews
based on choice of occupation. Applications will be made, information
concerning academic records and expectancy of graduation, and a date
when the applicant will be available
for work will be among some of the
data compiled.
Pamphlets, job analyses, and information on various job opportunities
in the civil service regions nearest applicant's home will be given all persons interviewed.
The administrators at the college
highly indorse this movement and
urge all students to seek job opportunities with the federal government.
0 •

Two

Graduate

(This story mailed from Korea
September 28, 1952)
WITH T H E 2D INFANTRY DIV.
IN KOREA—Two Jacksonville soldiers recently were graduated from
the non-commissioned officers school
conducted by the 2d Infantry Division in Korea.
They are: Pfc. Earl T. Carter, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carter of
1939 Mars Street, a squad leader in
Company A, 9th Regiment, and Pfc.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Blood Donor
Drive Calls
For Volunteers

President Cites Function
Of the Student Council
By STANLEY M. COOK
Douglas Cromartie, president of
the student council, suggests the proper approach that should be made in
securing help from the council. The
student council is the students mediator, various problems can be solved
if the proper steps are taken.
Too often students get the wrong
conception how the council functions.
At the close of last school year, the
former student council president,
Sampson Buie, was asked two questions. Has any student inquired about
the minutes of the student council?
In your opinion, Mr. Buie, do you
chink the students are interested in
their student council? In answering
these two questions students can see
that there is no altruistic interest in
the council, and little selfish interest,
its you will see in the following answers. During the year of 1951 and
1952 only one student has asked about
the minutes of the council and no
class has asked its representatives to
bring back a weekly, monthly, semiannual or annual report. Mr. Buie
who worked on tite student council for
.our years, said as his answer to the
second question:
"After four years with the council,
1 have found that the students are
only interested in the council when
they personally are about to be afiected by some activity. They never
write letters in black and white concerning problems. A very small percent will sign a petition to correct a
problem. Only one third of the students will vote for the officers of the
council. All will complain about the
existing circumstances but little or no
effort is made to change any of them.
Are they really interested in a council?" he asked in conclusion.
In an effort to reorient the stu-

dent body on the councils procedures,
Douglas Cromartie, was asked to anBy E. SHIRLEY TAYLOR, '53
swer some questions on how to apDo you plan to give your pint of
proach the council and what service blood?
If you haven't made your
the students could render.
plans, do so today. On Tuesday and
0
Wednesday, November 11 and 12, the
Red Cross Blood Mobile will be set
up on A. and T. College campus to
receive blood from students, faculty
members, and citizens of Greensboro
to meet the needs of army and civilian
agencies.
The blood mobile staff will work
approximately six hours per day. Fifteen donors will be processed each
By E. SHIRLEY TAYLOR, '53
fifteen minute period between 11 a. m.
and 5 p. m. Everyone between the
The teaching faculty of the Depart- ages of 18 and 59 are urged to regisment of Social Sciences headed by ter today. Secure cards from Captain
Dr. L. H. Robinson has at the head Oliver W. Dillard, Assistant PMS and
of its educational objectives, the train- T, chairman of the drive, at the
ROTC Headquarters. If unmarried
ing of young men and women to as- and between the ages of 18 and 2 1 ,
sume social responsibility in a demo- written permission of parents before
cratic society. "The entire curricu- registering or donating blood must be
obtained.
lum has been geared to accomplish
The administering staff will take
this purpose," Dr. Robinson told a
undue precautions to make sure that
REGISTER staff reporter. Other persons donating blood are physically
members of the department labor able to do so. Before a donor is bled,
to make all students conscious of he is given a thorough examination
which includes an inquiry into his
their position in the world, in the medical history, temperature, blood
nation, and in their immediate en- pressure, and hemoglobin.
vironment.
Donors are asked not to eat fats
The members of the department in- such as cream and butter, meats, fried
clude Dr. L. H. Robinson, Mr. W. loods, and eggs for at least four hours
M. Johnson, Mr. F. L. Harris, Mr. before appointment. Eat such things
J. Withers, Mr. J McLaughlin, Mr. as fruit and juices, bread, crackers,
T. A. Clark, and Mr. V. A. Home. raw vegetables, jam, jelly or honey,
Since last year an addition to replace skimmed milk, black coffee or tea.
a loss that was made in the depart- For further information call Captain
ment, Dr. Charles Simmons, profes- O. W. Dillard at ROTC Headquarters
sor of history, who received his doc- on North Campus.
torate degree from the University of
Illinois, was appointed. Mrs. B. H.
Hayes is away this year for further Patronize Our Advertisers
study at Loyola University in Chicago.

Social Science
Department Lists
Its Objectives
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DECEMBER
2. The director of religious activities, Rev. Cleo McCoy will be in
charge of the program at this regular
Tuesday hour.
4. Dr. W. H. Auden, noted English
poet and Who's Who In America personality, will be the featured lecturer
on the Thursday program.
7. Dr. Thomas W. Graham, Dean
Emeritus, Theological Seminary, Oberlin, Ohio, will present the sermon
at the regular Sunday Worship Service.
14. Our traditional Christmas Carol
Service is the highlight of the year.
The college choir and band will don
concert robes and uniforms for their
first concert of the year. The service
will include selections from Handel's
Messiah.
As a concluding note Rev. McCoy
added that, "These programs, whether
they are presented by students, faculty members or guest speakers, are designed as a part of the educational
program of the students and all students should look upon them as regular class hours."

SEE WHAT YOU GAIN
WITH THESE EXCLUSIVE
CHEVROLET FEATURES
SEE WHAT
YOU SAVE
WITH THE

More Powerful Valve-in-Head Engine
with Powerglide Automatic Transmission (optional at extra cost) • Body by
Fisher • Centerpoise Power • Safety

Plate Glass all around, with E-Z-Eye
plate glass (optional at extra cost) •
Largest Brakes in its field • Unitized
Knee-Action Ride.

Lowest-Priced Line in its Field!

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS?
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory
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By MARION BLAIR, JR.

This morning I had a friend named —and take seats three seats apart
Mel
and in alternate rows."
But now Mel is not so well,
For what he drank for water, was
Prof.: "John, can there be a senCon. HC1.
tence without a predicate?"
Mel: "Yes. Thirty days."
Frat Man . . . One who holds his
head up high, to let the sun shine on
Friends: Persons who stick together
his pin.
until debt do them part.
Absent-minded Prof.: "I forgot to
Tapioca pudding: A food that tremtake my umbrella this morning."
bles when we pick it up because it
Wife: "When did you miss it?"
Prof.: When I reached up to close is afraid that we are going to find
out there's nothing to it.
it after the rain had stopped."
Teacher: One who swore he would
Roommate. (On looking into hairbrush)—"Guess I need a shave."
starve before teaching and has done
* * ^ *
both ever since.
An old one, but a good one
Hour Before Exams
God made man, and rested.
David: "What did you do with the
cuffs I left on the desk last night?"
God made the earth, and rested
God made women, and since then
James: "They were so soiled I sent
them to the laundry."
no one has rested.
David: "Oh! no, the entire history
College mail box: Something to
of England was on them."
look forward to—with the aid of a
dust cloth.
Overheard in an English Class
Prof.: "Mel please touch Dorothy
A small boy was practicing his piand tell her to wake up."
Mel: "No! don't woke er; let er ano lesson. A friend of his mother's
came in the door and said, "Son, is
slept."
your mother home?" The boy answered, "What do you think?"
During the Final Exams
Prof.: "Sign the honor system stateA little fellow asked his mother:
ment on the front of your blue book

REGISTER

"Mom, do you know what makes the
Tower of Pisa Lean?" And she said:
"No, if I did I would take some."
Professor: "If the young man in the
back of the room will remove his
hat, I shall point out a concrete example."

By RICHARD E. MOORE, 54
Hurry! Put away your books
And listen to autumn's teaching.
Let's sit beside sweet babbling
brooks
While nature does its preaching.
Enough of teacher's nagging tongue
And school's barred prison walls.
We'll make our home beneath the
sun,
Or by so.rie noisy falls.
We need not educate ourselves
With long and bookish prayers.
So put degrees back on the shelf;
You have them, but who cares?
But come, 1 say, away with me
Where science does not reign,
And we're to let our classrooms be
The open field and plain.
For there are lessons to be learned
From every ripened field,
When all the fallen leaves have
turned
And summer's voice is stilled.
And birds have knowledge by the
tons
In every note they sing.
And we're to be the lucky ones
l o learn those heavenly things.
October's days are far too grand.
l o spend behind a desk
I he master teacher ot the land
Doesn't wear a store bought vest.
The university's lessons
Require many and many a year,
While nature teaches all at once
"That God is everywhere."
0

Tender Leaves
The purest sense of Truth is crystal clear;
It shines within the gentle, childlike mind.
While complicated theories leave
men behind,
The simple mind can know that
God is near.
From those great olive trees
which stand beside
The mighty throne have fallen
tender leaves;
And from their word the heart of
man believes
That his gentle love will abide.
One said, "Far more than sparrows you are worth."
"Our Father" starts the Master's
prayer of prayers.
Our leader taught a Mother,
God, who cares.
Who pities us and blesses all the
earth.
They knew that love and principle are one;
But as if we were fledglings in
the nest,
They teach us simply how we
all are blessed,
How each of us is God's beloved
son.
—T. W. WILLIAMS

Choral Club To Be Busy
With Varied Activities

By R. MOORE, '54
Seven ages of women—Baby, inAn integral part of A. and T.
fant, miss, young women, young College now in full swing with its
women, young women and last of all activities is the College Choral Soyoung women.
ciety. The group is again headed by
Mr. H. T. Pearsall with Miss Rosa* * * *
Famous last words—"Go right mond J. Satterwhite serving as acahead, don't let that big truck crowd companist.
you off the road."
The choir members reported to
school on September 15 in order to
Shirt buttons: What the laundry prepare for opening chapel services
on the campus. Only the veteran
keeps for a souvenir.
members returned early. The choir
The life of man: School tablet; has since been enlarged to approximately seventy voices including freshaspirin tablet; stone tablet.
men students and others.
Playing an important role in the
"Men have sight; women insight."
cultural and civic projects of the com—Victor Hugo.
munity, the choir highlighted its last
year's activities with a tour to New
York. Other important performances
included the annual Christmas Carol
Concert and the Easter Oratorio, "The
Seven Last Words of Christ." This
year's plans call for even more preparations as the singers will attempt
many new and different performances.
Helping Mr. Pearsall guide the destinies of the choir are the officers:
Julius Pearse, president; Lottie Briggs,
secretary; Joseph Little, treasurer; and
Carey Lassiter, business manager.
Ramona Brame and Carey Lassiter
are custodians of the robes.

Make today

/

yourpday

I *V United States

{ Pefense Bonds

The Poet's Corner
Autumn . . .
The New School

September-October, 1952

having made its initial appearance
last year. The male group was well
received by the students and administration. Last year the Glee Club
toured in North Carolina but already
this year plans are being made for
a tour south through Alabama and
Georgia. The proposed tour is slated for November.
Carey Lassiter is president of the
men's group. Other officers are
Charles Jackson, vice-president; Richard Moore, secretary; Carl Cherry,
treasurer; and Joe Byrd, business manager.
0

Two Graduate

(Continued from Page 5)
Albert Boyles of 521 Gilmore Street,
a tank driver in Company C, 72d
Tank Battalion.
The school is operated to insure
adequately trained replacements for
2d Division personnel leaving the unit.
While in the school, the men learn
basic warfare techniques from combat veterans.
A graduate of Stanton High School,
Carter attended North Carolina A.
and T. College in Greensboro before
entering the Army in May 1951.
Boyles. who has been in the Army
since April 1951, is a graduate of
Clay County High School at Green
Men's Glee Club
Cove Springs, Florida.
The Men's Glee Club also directed
Boyles lists next of kin as Mrs.
by Mr. Pearsall is somewhat new in Francis Wilkinson, mother, 521 Gilthe recent A. and T. music circles, more Street.

The Ballad of
Bad Breath
The winds were high but the
breeze was warm;
It was my best friend who had
done the harm.
As he spoke came forth a mighty
gale
Of breath—cold! hard! and stale.
It was hot like fire but burned
me not;
For I was not the first person he
had caught.
I was offended, but spoke not a
word
For the plan I had could not be
heard.
I had to do it for his own dear
sake
'Twas a risky chance that I had
to take
One night when my friend was
fast asleep,
His thoughts far across the
northern deep.
In crept 1 with the stuff in hand
To destroy the greatest menace of
of the land
I slipped a "Cloret" which
brought instant death
To the cause of it all, bad
breath.
And now when the winds are
riding high
I'm not afraid to pass him by.
Nor do I have to turn my head
For I know B. B. has long been
dead.
— R I C H A R D E. MOORE
0 •

Torment
In the night, I hear a singer of
songs
Voicing the unnamed passions of
my muted heart;
In the night, I hear my heated
brain sing,
Not in simple melodious passages,
But wild ones as untamed as
primeval passions.
They shake the very foundation
of my mind;
They shake the rafters of my
imagination,
They loose the doors of my
thoughts from their very
hinges.
I am undone—my whole body
sings,
A thousand voices name my being as:
Lascivious, licentious, lecherous,
but insatiable
As Messalina who stood at
Rome's gates
To capture a traveler in the night.
I am consumed by flames of a
desire
To be crushed between two arms
in unholy joy;
To be crushed between two lips
in unearthly passion.
—BROADUS EVANS

Who is he?
T h i s chap represents t h o u s a n d s of young, red-blooded sons of
great American families. H e is r e a d y to s t a n d on his own, t o
carry his s h a r e of responsibility. H e is preparing for a b r i g h t
future and desires t o t r a i n further toward his success. H e
w a n t s peace, security, and a full life for his family and home.
If need be, h e is r e a d y to defend his rights and his country.
W h e n called on t o serve in defense of American liberties, h e
will be fully trained a n d equipped t o fly a n d fight with t h e
U. S. Air Force.

This is what he will d o T o d a y ' s college m a n will p l a n t o s t a y in school and g r a d u a t e
if a t all possible. If he is faced with early e n t r a n c e into military
service a n d possesses a t least two years of college, he will
enlist a s a n Aviation C a d e t in t h e U . S. Air Force and choose
between becoming a Pilot or Aircraft Observer. After a year
of t h e world's best i n s t r u c t i o n and training, he will g r a d u a t e
i n t o a real m a n - s i z e d j o b a n d wear t h e
wings of America's finest flying fraternity.
Commissioned a Second L i e u t e n a n t in t h e
U. S. Air Force, he will begin earning nearly
WHERE To Get More
$5300 a year. H i s future will be unlimited!
Visit your nearest U. S. Air Force Base

How he qualifies—
H e is between t h e ages of 19 and
26 Vi years, u n m a r r i e d and in good
p h y s i c a l c o n d i t i o n , especially h i s
eyes, ears, h e a r t and t e e t h . After he
h a s g r a d u a t e d from a recognized
university or college, or h a s earned
a t least two y e a r s of college credits,
he is eligible t o enter t h e Aviation
C a d e t T r a i n i n g P r o g r a m and will
receive i m m e d i a t e p r o c e s s i n g for
a s s i g n m e n t t o training. B y sending
for an Aviation C a d e t a p p l i c a t i o n
no v, t.iis M o s t I m p o r t a n t Y o u n g
M a n in America T o d a y will help
bring a ^ o u t a peaceful tomorrow.

Details

or write
U. S. Air

to Aviation
Cadet, Headquarters,
Washington 2 5 , D. C.
PltOT
AIRCRAFT
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Pre-Session Faculty
Meeting Outstanding Author
New Farmers of
A Success
Presents Lecture
America Begin Year Reported
By LONNIE BARNES, JR., '54
"Facing the Educational Challenge highly valuable recommendations and

By A L F R E D DICKENS
The Collegiate Chapter of the New
Farmers of America at A. and T.
College, held its first meeting MonBy S. DELANO HOWARD, '53
day evening, September 29.
QUESTION: Is your overall
The purposes of the meeting were:
opinion of A. and T. now the
(a) To elect the officers for the
same as it was before you became
year.
a student here?
(b) To welcome the new students
This question was asked of fresh into the organization.
(c) To have comments from the
men students after short matricula
senior class members who will be leavtion here.
ing the campus October 6 for a period
Answer: Eldred Hines, Freshman, j of eight weeks to do directed practice
Fayetteville, N. C . Maj. Agriculture— teaching.
Yes! The student activities here are : The officers elected were as foljust as 1 expected. 1 also find that | lows: President, Cleophas Williams,
here it is very easy to meet and make a gradtiate of the Catawba-Rosenwald
new friends; plus the fact that the School, at Catawba, North Carolina.
school is bound by student love for Williams has held the office of local
one another.
president and also president of the
Answer:
Barbara
McGibboney, State Association of the New Farmers
Freshman, Greensboro, N. C , Maj. of America. Vice-president Wilbert
Comm. Art—No!
Before enrolling Artis, of Wayne County, an active
in A. and T., I had the impression 4-H Club member in his home comthat the students were more or less munity. Secretary, John Champion of
a family: but now I find that they Ftiquay Springs, North Carolina and
are more or less individualists. They a graduate of the Shawtown School
seem to differ or have the tendency at Lillington, North Carolina under
Professor J. M. Murfree, agricultural
to pull apart instead of together.
teacher. Treasurer, Jeremiah Wills
Answer: Louise Reed, Freshman, of Littleton, North Carolina and a
Mtirfreeshoro, N. C Maj. Comm. Ed. former officer of the local chapter of
—Yes! Hearing of the college while the Mclver School under the late W.
in high school, I was very much in- B. Jamieson, agricultural teacher.
terested in becoming a part of the Charlie Robertson was elected reinstitution.
Frequent visits to the porter of the collegiate chapter.
school gave me the opportunity to
Brief remarks were made by Dr.
find out just what it was like and
truly it is everything I expected it to B. T. White, head of the Chemistry
Department. He urged the chapter
be.

f\eporter

Answer: Gene McCollum, Freshman, Pocahontas, Va., Maj. Arct. Engineering—Yes! As a matter of fact
it is by far more than I expected.
The student body is as one happy
family. The upperclassmen don't regard you as being a freshman as in
some schools, but as one of them in
every way.
Answer: Freeman Gause, Freshman, Charlotte, N. C , Maj. Chem.—
Yes! A. and T. has a wide variety of
subjects to choose from: there are
many fields of study to major in,
plus the fact that the schedule is so
arranged that a class change is reasonably possible for till students. All
students are treated on equal basis
regardless of classification.
Answer: G r a d e Reaves, Freshman,
Mullins, S. C , Maj. Comm Ed.—Yes! j
However, at the beginning I found it
a little dull as far as social life was
concerned, but at this later date the
activities have increased rapidly and
1 find myself making new friends and
liking it better every day.
Answer: Ruby Dalton, Freshman,
Salisbury, N. C , Maj. Accounting—
Yes! To begin with the school is by
far larger than I had ever expected.
Every day there is a new friend to
be found; the activities are enormous
and varied.
Everyone is close together as a student body should be;
not segregated because of organizations like sororities, fraternities and
the like are concerned.
Answer: Cleopatra Lassiter. Freshman, Cofield, N. C , Maj. Tailoring—
Yes! A. and T. is an "A" rated college from the standpoint of academic
work, plus the various sports like
football, basketball, baseball, track,
tennis, boxing and other sports in
which students excell.

of the Changing World," was the
theme of the Pre-Session Faculty Conference held here September 12. The
conference got underway at 9 a. m.
with President Bluford presiding. Following opening of school instructions
and introductions of new and old
faculty members, the deans of the various schools of the college outlined
their year's programs.
Mr. James Pendergrast, making the
explanation of the theme of the conference, announced the four divisions
of the workshop and the topics for
discussion. They were "Developing
Self Realization," "Attaining Good
Practices in Human Relationship,"
"Achieving
Economic
Efficiency,"
and "Realizing Civic Responsibility."
Mr. H. T. Pearsall, Miss F. B. Irving,
Mr. J. L. Withers, and Dr. L. H.
Robinson served with panel members
as leaders of the discussions. In the
afternoon assembly of the faculty,
each chairman reported the findings
of each of the panels. Many new and
members to consider returning to the
farm because it offers one of the
greatest opportunities at present.
The first program was conducted
by enrollees in Education 503, N.F.A.
work, and fifty-nine N. F. A. members cast their votes for the officers
for 1952 and 1953.
C. E. Dean and G. F . Rankin, advisers, plan to accompany the group
to the State Fair in Raleigh, as in the
past.

the appointment of standing committees in the four areas were effected.
The total value of the conference
may be seen in Dean Gibbs' summarization of the purpose and need
for such faculty pre-school consultation. Our theme: Facing the Educational Challenge in a Changing World
is the basic thought which the program committee has presented both
as a point of departure and as a
frame of reference for our deliberation. The two major objectives of
these meetings are (1) to afford members of the faculty and staff an opportunity to become acquainted with
each other, and (2) to give the members a general, though hasty orientation to the college and its program
as it is to be carried out during the
year.
The committee was of the opinion
that these goals could best be attained by having each member, new and
old, attend one of the workshops listed on the program, and participate
in discussing and discovering ways
and means by which we will realize
the four major objectives which have
been set up—highest individual selfrealization, desirable practices in human relations, economic efficiency
and civic responsibility. It is to be
observed at once that all of these are
really fundamental principles of democratic living which ought to permeate
all of our instruction."
Fxcellent
results were obtained by all members
of the faculty attending.

Dr. Henry Goddard Leach, former
editor of The Forum and the Century
Magazines and author of books about
Scandinavian countries, appeared at
A. and T. College last week as a feature of the college Lyceum Series.
He spoke from the subject, the
Meaning of Democracy in America
and Scandinavia.
In comparing democracy of the
U. S. with that of the Scandinavian
countries, he told his audience, "While
many features of the New Deal, as
we know it in this country, were originated in the Scandinavian nations as
early as 1880, democracy in America
is still more efficient."
He continued, "Public medicine, the
educational system, the housing program, development of consumer cooperatives and model labor relations
in these countries have, by years of
trial and error, outstripped similar
programs in America. But we have
the basic efficient operation which
should soon catch up."
The speaker, a graduate of Harvard University, is a president-emeritus of the American-Scandinavian
Foundation.

Support The
Community Chest

—BALLARD, '53

S T U D E N T S !

r Write a Lucky Strike jingieh
Ho box tops! N O E N T R Y B L A N K S ! It's easy!
Just write a 4-line jingle based on the fact that

LUCKIES ARE MADE BETTER
TO TASTE BETTER!
Here's your chance to m a k e yourself $25.
J u s t write a 4-line Lucky Strike jingle,
based on the fact t h a t Luckies are made

0

Freshmen Display
Unusual Talent
By ELIZABETH JOHNSON, '54
A. and T. College presented its
Annual Freshman Talent Show on
Friday, September 26, at 8 p. m. in
Harrison Auditorium.
The Class of 1956 showed varied
abilities and talents.
Twenty-one
freshmen participated in the program.
James Porter, Sally Williams, Elgient
Pritchett, Ruth Carter, Ethel Manning, Joyce McMillian, James Alexander, Christopher Fickling. Willie
Mosley, William Peller, Norris McLendon, Cherry Carter, Blance Fairly,
Paul Faucette, Fired Hines, Myrtle
Cunningham, Clarence McRae, Sadie
Holes, James Bradshaw were among
the outstanding performers.
Highlighting this enjoyable evening
were saxophone solos, interpretive
dances, torch songs, concert piano
numbers, and many other talented
numbers. Reports point to this talent
show as one of the best ever staged.
The Freshman Talent Night Committee consisted of Mr. S. F. Clarke.
Chairman, Mr. Howard T. Pearsall,
Mrs. Pearl G. Bradley. Mr. Walter F.
Carlson, Mr. William Penn, Miss Mary Fickling, Mr. H. Clinton Taylor,
Mrs. Cynthia Chivers, Mr. Douglas
Cromartie, president of Student Council and Clara Johnson, Miss A. and T.
of 1952-1953.
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better to taste

better*

Then, if we select your jingle, we'll pay
you for the right to use it, together with
your name, in Lucky Strike advertising . . .
probably in this paper.
Read the sample jingles on this page.
T h e n get the gang together, break out the
rhyming dictionary, and start writing. I t ' s
fun! And we're buying jingles by the bushel!
Hint—if you can sing your jingle, it's a
good one!
Hint—the
more jingles you write, t h e
more money you have a chance of making.
Hin t—be sure to read all the instructions!

HERE A R E THE

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Write your Lucky Strike jingle on a plain
piece of paper or post card and send it to
Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York
46, N. Y. Be sure that your name, address,
college and class are included—and that they
are legible.
2. Base your jingle on any qualities of Luckies.
"Luckies are made better to taste
better,"
is only one. (See "Tips to
money-makers.")
3. Every student of any college, university or
post-graduate school may submit jingles.
3. You may submit as many jingles as you
like. Remember, you are eligible to win more
than one $25 award.

'TIPS

TO

MONEY-MAKERS

To write a winning Lucky Strike jingle, you're
not limited to "Luckies are made better to
taste better." Use any other sales points on
Lucky Strike such as the following:
L.S./M.F.T.
Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Luckies' cigarette-tearing demonstration
Luckies taste cleaner, fresher, smoother
Be Happy—Go Lucky
So round, so firm, so fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Buy Luckies by the carton
Luckies give you deep-down smoking enjoyment

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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R. O. T C Officers Club Plans
Numerous Activities for Year
The R.O.T.C. Officers* Club held
its first meeting of the year Wednesday, October 1, at 6:30 p. m. in
Room 100, Hines Hall. David L.
Thompkins presided.
The meeting
was opened with the customary reading of the minutes, after which Captain Harold A. Jenkins made timely
remarks. Several committees authorized by the constitution, but which
were inactive in the past, were reorganized and placed on active duty.
The following committee chairmen
were appointed: David McElveen,
budget: Thurmond Long, social; William Anderson, project; William Taylor, academic; and Joel Norwood, pro-

Alpha Phi Alpha
Welcomes Students

By CLAIR DAVIDSON, '54
Greetings from Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity!
As usual, the Alphas are ready to
begin another successful year on the
campus. We are happy to welcome
upperclassmen back to school this
year. To the freshmen, congratulations upon your choice of institution
and welcome to Aggieland. Take a
little advice from old members of the
Aggie family. You will be criticized
for many things but remember that
all you do should reflect taste, good
conduct, hard work, respect for yourselves, respect for others, and respect
for your school. Make these the
bases of your philosophy while at
A. and T. and after you leave us. Success will always be yours.
The officers of Beta Epsilon for the
present year are Brothers Stanley
Cook, president; Thomas Mack, vicepresident and dean of pledges; Richard
Moore,
recording
secretary;
Charles Brooks, corresponding secretary; and Spencer White, treasurer.
0

Kappa Phi Kappa
Debating Society
Begins Year
By BERNICE EMORY
Beginning its work anew for another eventful year, the Kappa Phi
Kappa Debating Society elected its officers this month and started plans
for the colorful, traditional freshmen
and sophomore debate. This debate
is slated for November on the school
calendar. Officers elected were James
Marrow, president; Alvin Mickens,
vice-president; Shirley Taylor, secretary; Annie Lowerie, corresponding
secretary; Jessie Cromer, treasurer;
Bernice Emory, reporter; and Charles
L, Brooks, chairman, constitution
committee. Mr. R. Roderick Palmer,
associate professor of English, was
named coach of the debating teams
for the year.
The freshmen and sophomores are
eager to combat each other on the
question: Resolved, That the present
democratic party administrators and
policies should remain in force in
the United States. James Knight and
Warren McGhee, members of the
freshman team, say yes, but Gilbert
Caldwell and Charles Bussey, the
sophomore team, say no. Which team
will win?
In addition to the freshmen-sophomore debate, the Kappa Phi Kappa
Debating Society is presently negotiating and preparing for a series of
debates with such schools as Howard
and Columbia Universities.
Fellow students, do you like to
argue? If so, why not join us or attend our bull sessions on current
topics of interest. Arrangements are
being sought to hold these sessions
in the lobby of the various campus
dormitories on Saturday afternoons at
4 o'clock. Watch the bulletin boards
for time and places.
0

Pan-Hellenic
Council Meets
The Pan-Hellenic Council held its
first meeting October 7. Under the
leadership of the officers. Great intentions of carrying out some worthwhile plans during the year were expressed. The officers are Stanley M.
Cook, president; Hanford Stafford,
vice-president; Christine Robinson,
secretary; Rufus Kelly, treasurer; Gloria Jennings, reporter.
Wishing the fraternal organizations
as well as all members of the large

As we start the beginning of another year, may we first extend to
each of our friends the choicest blessings of the coming year. As we start
this year, we hope that we will have
new visions, new hopes, and the accomplishment of things for the continuous building up of the program of
lota in our chapter life, in our campus and community activities, and,
indeed, for humanity everywhere.
As we strive to seek greater opportunities through increased efficiency,
we wish you a year of great success.
We wish you always remember:
It isn't the job we intend to do, or
the work we've just begun
That puts us right on the ledger
sheet;
It's the work we've really done.
Our credit is built upon things we
do,
Our debits upon things we shirk
The woman who totals the biggest
plus
The YMCA sends greetings to all
students at A. and T. and hopes that is the woman who does the work.
0
your school year will be a successful
one. The Y invites those who wish
to join in fellowship with Christian
brotherhood and to enjoy its religious
and social activities that will be carried on this year.
By NETTYE WOOTEN, '53
Working under the direction of the
The Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Student Council, the Y started off
the school year by acting as fresh- wishes to extend a hearty welcome
man guides during freshman orienta- to all freshmen and new students.
tion periods. On October 10 the fresh- We sincerely hope that you will have
man Y members were entertained at a successful school year. With so
a social in the recreation room in W. many new improvements on the campus, you should have every incentive
Kerr Scott Hall.
At a meeting of the YMCA last to do your best work. You will find
spring, the following officers were us willing to aid you in making yourelected: Douglas Cromartie, president; selves at home on the campus.
We have pledged to do the best
W. Lee Ballard, vice-president; Howard Dixon, secretary; Rufus Clark, as- work that has ever been done in the
sistant secretary; McKinley Mayes, history of our organization as well as
treasurer; Cleophus Williams, chap- to maintain a high scholastic average.
lain. Major T. H. Wright, Rev. Cleo Lhough our membership has been deMcCoy, Mr. Arthur Headen, and Mr. creased by graduation of fourteen soBroady serve this year as the Y ad- rors, we are endeavoring to continue
the work to the best of our ability.
visory board.
The presiding officers for the year
0
are as follows: Lannie V. McArthur,
basileus; Gloria Swann, anti-basileus;
Mary Pittman, grammateus; Effie
Flowers, epistoleus; Margaret Trisvan,
Since B-10, of the National So- tamiochous; Edna Stone, hodgeous;
ciety of Scabbard and Blade has been Jannie Goodwin, anti-hodgeous; Betestablished on our campus, it has be- ty Lewis, parliamentarian: -Nettye
come of great concern to many of the Wooten, reporter.
I)
students, especially those of the ROTC
Corps.
First, it might be well to
note that the organization itself is a
military society. In view of the fact
Alpha Mu Chapter of Delta Sigma
that all organizations must have Theta Sorority is ready for the year
some definite purpose for their ex- 1952-53. We wish to extend our
istence, B-10 holds high its banner warmest welcome to the new people
on which we have inscribed "United on our campus, including the fresh—that we might lead, Together—that men, transfer students, and instructors.
we might follow."
Therefore, the We are more concerned with the freshmain purpose of Scabbard and Blade man class because they are in college
is not to promote society prestige as for the first time, and to them, the
such; instead, its primary purpose is environment is entirely new.
We
to produce officers of finer quality have already tried to get acquainted
and greater ability.
with the freshman girls by giving our
A brief look-in on the Valiants annual "Hobo Party." We had loads
We walked down to the
Pledge Club of B-10, finds them off of fun.
ourselves,
sang
in a brave attempt to make it into farm, introduced
camp. The men show great promise songs, and had refreshments.
of becoming outstanding members and
We hope to be in great swing this
leaders of the Scabbard and Blade Society. Remember! when you see a year with the help of our new adyoung man who is proudly wearing visor, Miss Alberta White. Our new
the red, white and blue pledge button, officers are as follows: Clara L. Johnyou may say that he is one of the son, president; Irene Long Stephens,
many who are seeking those high dean of pledgees; Izzetta Cole, recordideals which are found within the ing secretary; Eddie Lee Jones, corresponding secretary; Dorothy Davis,
folds of Scabbard and Blade.
financial secretary; Azalee Partlow,
treasurer; Edna Kennedy, Sgt.-atArms; Anne Boone, chaplain and Mazie Hairston and Dorothy Dozier,
Pan-Hellenic Council representatives.
Our Neophytes are Dorothy Harris,
We, the "Ivy Leaf Interest Group" Ruth Parker, Billie Bland, Helen
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority wish Snowden, Izzetta Cole, and Clyde
to extend a cordial welcome to our Marshall.
freshmen and new students.
We really miss our sorors who
We are so delighted that you have graduated in June, and are sorry that
decided to become a member of our Soror Hazel Arnold is ill, but we are
big happy family at A. and T. Col- greatly honored that our soror and
lege.
president is Miss A. and T. for 1952The officers for the "Ivy Leaf In- 53.
Soror Dorothy Harris is our
terest Group" for the year of 1952-53 candidate for "Miss Fashionette" and
are as follows: Miss Barbara Dodd, Soror Billie Bland represents us as
president; Miss Jessie Cromer, first "Miss Delta."
vice-president; Miss Marion Mayes,
We wish to congratulate the footsecond vice-president; Miss Marian ball team on its splendid performances
Breedlove, secretary; Miss Juanita so far. May it continue.
Moore, assistant secretary; Miss JuaWe are looking forward to a sucnita Cumber, treasurer; Miss Annie
Lowerie, business manager; Miss Lil- cessful year.
.
0 •
lye McNeil, reporter.

The College
YMCA News

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Speaks

Scabbard And
Blade News

Delta News

The " I v y l L e a F
Interest Group"

MEN'S QUALITY CLOTRZS FROM MANUFACTURER TO YOU

CONCORD FACTORY SHOWROOM
"USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN"
224 COMMERCE PLACE

Iota Phi Lambda Sorority
Welcomes New Students

gram. Plans are being made to reinstate the ROTC Officers' Club as
the leader of campus organizations
instead of just another of those following the leaders. The officers for
the year are David L. Thompkins,
president; James E. Bridgette, vicepresident; James Marrow, secretary;
David McElveen, treasurer; Price Rogers, Jr., chaplain. Captain Harold
A. Jenkins serves as advisor.
Reigning as queen of this powerful
organization is the charming Miss Delores Jaggers. Let us all get in step
and follow the leadership of the Officers' Club to make this year one of
the best.

A. and T. family a successful year,
the Pan-Hellenic Council told a reporter "We hope that there will be a
feeling of "oneness" and that the
brotherhood attitude will make a
headway in our lives." The Council
extended also best wishes to the prosperous freshman class.

OPENING EVENINGS 'TIL 9
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Greetings From
The Y. W. C. A.
Welcome girls to the Y. M. C. A.
By joining this beneficial organization,
you will find that it is one of the
wiser choices you can make while you
are here.
Our "Y" helps you spiritually as
well as socially. There are opportunities for all of you, so don't put
off today for tomorrow, but join the
Y. W. C. A. today.
This year through the capable leadership of our president, Miss Mildred
Jackson and our advisors, we are striving to do a bigger and better job than
ever before.

Student Council Begins '52-'53
Year Under Prexy Cromartie
The student council began its year
of activities Monday evening, September 22, at 6:30.
The officers for the school year
1952-53 are: Douglas Cromartie, president; James E. Matthews, vice-president; Miss Ruth Hames, secretary,
Linwood Smith, treasurer; Robert
Hall, business manager; and Eugene
Young, reporter.
The first official business of the
student council was the organizing of
the freshman class.
A program of activities for the
school year has not been drawn up,
but there are a number of problems
being worked on at the present.
Among these are: preparation for the

sttident assembly to be held in Raleigh, the forming of a student court,
the forming of a sttident organizational committee, and others.
Within a few weeks there will be
a student body meeting. Every student is requested to watch for an announcement of this meeting. You are
urged to attend.
With the guidance of Mr. Everett,
assistant dean of men, the new advisor, the student council is expected
to be very active.
Each student is welcome to present
any ideas or problems to the student
council that he thinks may be profitable or needs looking into. Each student is invited to sit in on any student council meeting.

Richard B. Harrison
Players Elect Officers

Alpha Phi Omega
Set Up on Campus

The Richard B. Harrison Players,
the official dramatics association of
the college, began the year's activities
with the election of officers and discussion of the program of work for
the year. Officers elected are: President, George Gatling; vice-president,
William Mclver; secretary, Anne
Boone; assistant secretary, Gertha Alston; treasurer, Roosevelt Saunders;
eporter, Henry Frye, and business
manager, Bettye Hooker.
The Dramatics staff was strengthened this year with the coming of
Miss Shauneille Perry, graduate of
Howard University and holder of the
Master of Fine Arts degree from the
Art Institute in Chicago. Miss Perry
combines personality and adequate
training to add life and vigor to the
Richard B. Harrison Players. Working with the director of dramatics,
Mr. Sylvester Clark, she expressed her
aims in bringing to the student body
the best in drama.
The "players," several of whom are
freshmen, show great enthusiasm for
the activities scheduled this quarter,
which include two skits, several oneact plays, and a television appearance.
0

Adding a new Greek-letter organization to A. and T. was one of the
highlights at the opening of the 195253 school year. Alpha Phi Omega
Fraternity attempted to establish a
chapter at A. and T. last year. In
the spring a number of men under
the direction of faculty advisers organized a chapter and set up plans
for operation during the fall term.
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity, which
has "Service" as its aim and primary
work, is the largest of its kind in the
nation. Men formerly affiliated with
the Boy Scout program constitute the
membership.
The purposes of Alpha Phi Omega
are to assemble college men in the
fellowship of the Scout Oath and
Law, to develop friendship, and to
promote service to humanity. Some
of its other work encompass rendering service to the student body and
faculty, to youth and community, to
members of the fraternity, and to the
nation as participating citizens.
Alpha Phi Omega's ideals are high
and the quality of its service is measured by the hard work and cooperation of its members and the school
family here at A. and T. College.
0

Varsity House News

Grad School
Forges Ahead

At a meeting of residents of the
Varsity House held October 7, it was
decided to elect a dormitory council
to direct activities of the building. Under the guidance of Mr. Arthur Headen, assistant dean of men who is in
charge of the Varsity House, the
young men decided to thrash out
problems which arise from time to
time. Social activities will be planned
also.
Marion Blair, Jr., junior from Pittsburgh, was elected head counselor.
His staff includes Albert Carr, secretary; Larry W. Hyman, Charles W.
Jackson, Curtis L. Powell, assistant
counselor, and Richard E. Moore. The
group will meet once a month or
whenever Mr. Headen deems it necessary.
0 •

Self Defense

By E. SHIRLEY TAYLOR, '53
For the first time in the history of
the college, the A. and T. Graduate
School has established two off-campus
graduate centers. The schools are located in Enfield, North Carolina, directed by Prof. L. A. Dowdy and in
Shelby, North Carolina, directed by
Prof. W. A. Blount. The course at
Enfield covers the field of Guidance.
In Shelby, the theory of American
Public Education is the area studied
by those seeking the Masters degree.
lhe A. and T. Graduate School
has a full time enrollment totaling
20 and the part-time enrollment exceeds 150. These figures represent
the highest number ever registered in
a regular session at A. and T.
During the past summer, forty candidates passed the final examination
for the Master's degree. Thirty-three
students completed all requirements
lor advanced degrees in Rural Education; seven in Industrial Arts Education. These degrees will be awarded at the 1953 commencement exercises.
0

The wife of the congressional representative sat up in bed, a startled
look on her face.
"Jim," she whispered, "there's a
robber in the house."
"Impossible!" was the reply. "In
the Senate, yes, but in the House,
never!"
0
Amen
Father: "A young man called at my
"Sorry, old man, that my hen got
office today and asked me for your loose and scratched up your garden."
hand. I consented."
That's all right, my dog ate your
Daughter: "But, Father, I hate to hen."
leave mother.
"Fine! 1 just ran over your dog."
Father: "Oh, you don't need to, my
0
dear, just take her with you."
His Error

Blame Grandpa
Neighbor: "Willie, who was responsible for all that bad language
at your house this morning?"
Willie: "Grandpa. He was late for
church and couldn't find his hymnbook."

Keep Buzzing

Lady, who had just run over a
traffic cop: "Well-1-, you signaled for
me to stop. I stopped. Didn't I ? "
Cop, brushing his clothes: "Oh sure
lady, all my fault.
I didn't make
myself clear. You see, I aimed for
you to stop before you ran over me."
—Cleveland News

with

Cuzzing

The BEST for the BEST
RALPH
243 E. Market
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Action at Aggie-Union

BUSSEY'S BEAT

Game

By CHARLES BUSSEY
Coach Bill Bell's search for a quarterback to replace All-American
"Red" Jackson has uncovered three fine looking aspirants for the job. Hometown boy, Otha Miller, holds a slight edge in early season games, but
Winston-Salem's ball handling magician, Lonnie Hall, and Charles Tisdale
of Bridgeport, Connecticut arc only a step behind. All three being sophomores, A. ar.d T. should be well stocked at the quarterback slot for several
years.
Autu-nn ushers in the football season and implants in the hearts of
America's red-blooded males a burning desire to expend some of their energies. Unfortunately, a large majority of A. and T.'s male population is
neither physically prepared nor talented enough to participate in intercollegiate football. However, should an intra-mural touch football league
be organized, scores of Aggies would hail the organization as an opportunity to display their prowess as well as a chance to satisfy their desires
for competition. The suggestion rests with the intra-mural committee.
The new face in Aggie athletics is that of Coach James A. Stevens
whose presence bolsters the A. and T. College coaching staff, already considered one of the finest and most adequate in collegiate circles. Coach
Stevens brings to Aggie land, an enviable record. Last year while serving
as director of athletics and coach of all sports at Prairie View College in
Texas, Coach Stevens guided his Panthers to southwest conference championships in football, basketball, and track. At A. and T. he functions as
Assistant Director of Athletics and Assistant Coach.
tj;
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In the course of a football game, too often the sparkling defensive
plays are overlooked. How often does the average fan cheer for a defensive
gem unless it is something of the nature of blocked kick or pass interception? Stellar line play and alertness in the secondary is absolutely essential
to a winning team. Hats off to yearling tackles. Earvin Brox and Herbert
Atwater, Veterans: Hunter, Boyers, Statum, and Singletary, and a special
salute to Bob Jones who patrols the right halfback territory on Coach
Bell's defensive platoon.
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J. D. Smith. A. and T. Aggie fullback breaks away from a 15 yard run in the game against Virginia Union Uni
versify October 4, in Greensboro. The brisk stiff arm which he throws on a would be Union tackle, paved the way
for the run. Smith is one of the Aggies most consistent ground gainers.—A. and T. Photo by Nesbit.

Martin
Tennis

Wins
Crown

Julius Martin, Number 1 man on
the Aggie tennis team, brought additional honors to the school by capturing the Men's Singles of the National Intercollegiate Tennis Championships.
The big matches were
held at Central State College of Ohio
from August 18 to 25.
Gibson Wins Also
Martin appeared in the tournament
along with many of the nation's best
Negro performers.
Althea Gibson,
famous tennis star repeated as champion in the women's division.
Julius is a Junior here at A. and T.
and has srjarked the tennis team for
the last two years. For his able performance at the Ohio meet, the school
received a handsome trophy. Martin
himself received a watch. Matt
Brown is the tennis coach.

Aggies Again Undefeated;
Down First Four Foes
Sophomore Quarterbacks Pace Attack

Having won each of its first three games, the A. and T. College foot* * * *
ball team is looking forward to an undefeated season. To date the Aggies
A. and T.'s candidate for All-American honors this year include giant
tackles, "Big Bill" Boyers and Walter Hunter, both of whom made the
have taken the measure of Central State College 19-6, trounced Allen Unimythical teams previously; center George Funderburke, who has proved
versity 33-7, and edged Virginia Union's fighting Panther 14-6 and Hamphimself equally adept at both offense and defense; backs Jack Gibson,
ton 26-13. Box scores of the Hampton game were not available at time
Don Quarles, and J. D. Smith, and Arthur Statum, the Aggies rough and
of publication.
ready flankmen.
Oddly enough, all but Smith and Statum have gotten off to poor starts
Aggies 14-Virginia Union 6
in early season competition. Boyers, Hunter, and Funderburke have each
On
Saturday,
October
4, the Aggie horde, minus the services of "Big
missed a game because of troublesome injuries while Gibson has been
Bill" Boyers, All-American tackle, squeezed out a 14-6 win over the underused sparingly after a sparkling performance in the season's opener against
Central State College.
dog aggression from Virginia Union before a crowd of 10,000 spectators,
Quarles' case is a unique one. Considered perhaps the best running
including 5,000 high school seniors who were guests at the spectacle.
back on the Aggie roster, the Baltimore Bomber has, in the past, been
The initial kick was received by J. D. Smith who ran well to the Aggie's
subject to criticism because of his fumbling faults; however, as evidenced
25. After plunges by Smith and Gibson, the Aggies punted out of bounds
by his performance in the Virginia Union University contest, Quarles is
a money player who produces when the chips are down.
and Union took over on their 20. Here the pass-catching combination
J. D. Smith, bruising fullback, has run well all season and his ability
This page is dedicated to the man "Fleming to Taylor" took over and scored on four spectacular completions.
to run over, around or through his opponents has caused many Aggie who thought a football coach had
On the Aggies next series of downs, Smith ran up the middle to
rooters to nominate him as the second "Stonewall" Jackson, former Aggie four wheels.
the Union 30-yard line. Then sophomore quarterback Otha Miller showed
line buster who went on to greater fame with the professional New York
his pitching ability by passing to Quarles for a first down and then threw
Giants, who usually are tops on the east coast.
"Art" Statum, who last year, gained All-Conference honors, is an
another strike to George Johnson placing the ball on the 12. Miller then
excellent choice to make the mythical eleven. Big and fast, the 6 ft.
threw a quick jump pass to Statum and the big end danced over for the
2 in., 195 pound senior from Bethlehem, Pennsylvania is a good pass rescore. Gibson failed in his try for the conversion.
ceiver and hard man to bring down. His elusiveness in a broken field has
Defensive halfback Bob Jones proved his prowess by recovering a
extended several valuable gains for the Bell machine this season. A powerUnion fumble on the 18. Quarles carried to the one foot line and J. D .
house on defense, Statum, who had been confined largely to offensive
Smith plunged over for the score. Gibson again missed the conversion
duty in the Aggies first two games, came off the bench to bolster the
attempt.
A. and T. line and stave off Virginia Union's crunching assault last week
and capped his fine performance by downing Union's Fleming behind also,
Union took to the air for a series of long aerials. Fleming finally hit
very adapt at the art of self defense, having won the CIAA heavyweight
Williams, who ran into the end zone but the ball was ruled down on the
boxing title for the past two years.
30 yard line. There was much controversy on this play because of the
referee's change of decision.
Fleming continued to toss long passes but none were completed because of his being rushed by the Aggies defensive ends, Bush and Statum.
Hunter and Statum downed Fleming in the end zone for a safety giving
the Aggies two valuable insurance points and making the final score 14-6.
By MOE
Aggies 33—Allen 7
All hell will again break loose when the gallant State College Bears inWith
sophomore
quarterback
Charles Tisdale in the driver's seat, the
vade Memorial Stadium for their annual clash with A. and T.'s "Aggies"
A. and T. College grid machine rolled over Allen University 33-7 on
November 1. Besides being the Aggie's homecoming game, it is always
September 27 to rack up its second win of the season.
rated as a banner classic because of the high calibre of teams produced by
both institutions and the intense rivalry between the groups exhibited in
The Aggies drew first blood with barely three minutes gone in the
the past. Another angle on the game is that it is the battle of mentors.
first quarter, James Smith slipped off left tackle and pranced 17 yards to
Both Coach Bell and Eddie Hurt are enjoying reputations worthy of the
rack up the initial six-pointer. A 45 yard pass play—Miller to Smith put
game, football. Hurt, the athletic boss of Morgan, has gained national
Pictured above is Art Statum, stellar the ball in scoring position. Quarles' attempted conversion went astray.
fame in football and track as a coach. Bell himself has been no slouch Aggie end who has been prominent in
Thereafter, it was all Tisdale, operating from the single wing formaand recently has dominated the headlines. Last year he was voted "Coach A. and T.'s football fortunes for the tion, the sturdy Bridgeport, Connecticut sophomore found left end Wilof the year" in Negro football circles.
past four years. The giant wingman liam Bush an easy target for his long heaves. Early in the second quarter,
The Aggies trounced the Bears last year but then Bears were enjoying will carry a full share of the load Bush took a 30 yard toss from Tisdale and out-distanced the Allen seconone of their poorest seasons. The Bears have won two games and lost two when the Aggies tangle with the Mor- dary to score and climax a 70 yard play. Several minutes later the TisdaleBush combination collaborated on a 55 yard aerial for the Aggies third
games this season. The Aggies, riding on the crest of four straight vic- gan Bears November 1.
touchdown. Jack Gibson booted the second of his three conversions for
tories, will be out to do Morgan in again. Bell will have his array of
the evening and A. and T. led at half-time 20-0.
talented quarterbacks to thrust against the huge Morgan lines. This should
"Has Bill changed much?"
Early in the third period, the pass-conscious Tisdale again faded to
carry some weight in the tilt.
"He thinks he has."
throw, but finding his receivers blanketed, tucked the ball away and scooted
Beat Morgan!!
"How's that?"
36 yards for a touchdown.
"He's always telling about what a
The lone Allen tally was registered on a pass interception. Lonnie
Yankees won another pennant. So what! That's nothing new for
Hall shot a pass out in the left flat, but Allen's Chris Chocran picked it
everyone agrees that Casey Stengel's boys are the greatest comeback team fool he used to be."
off and raced 46 yards down the sideline to score.
ever to appear in baseball. After the Dodgers had gone ahead three games
A long Tisdale pass to freshman halfback Lawrence Payne carried from
to two, and after the fighting Yanks came back to even things up, I said
the Aggie 36 to Allen's 6. On his third attempt, Spencer Gwynn bolted
to myself, "If the Yankees have evened things up, they will win the peninto the end zone to climax the Aggies scoring.
nant." They won it and just left a lot of disappointed Brooklyn fans.
Desperation passes gave Allen a scoring chance late in the final period,
Beat Morgan!!
but the Aggie defense braced and time ran out with the pigskin resting
only 3 yards away from the double-stripe.
The new gym! The new gym! We're all waiting for the new gym.
But patience to prevent that murmur soon replies: The new gym will be
Aggie 19—Central State 6
ready soon.
Central State College, annually power in the Mid-West was trampled
* * %. %
beneath the piston legs of Don Quarles, J. D . Smith, Jack Gibson and
A. and T.'s new athletic field seems to be a nice piece of property and
Lonnie Hall by a 19-6 score in the season's opener on September 20.
probably could be developed into a good thing. The field is located diDespite nifty touchdown jaunts by Quarles and Gibson, it was the
rectly behind the R.O.T.C. headquarters.
sterling performance of Hall that stole the show. His performance, reminiscent of that of All-American "Red" Jackson, was highlighted by an 11 yard
Philosophy for This Month
touchdown scamper on a flawlessly executed bootleg play.
Don't go on a spree to beat Famcee, but play a straight and wait for
Yeoman work by the Aggie forward wall held the Mauraders in check
S.ate. (N. C. that is). Bye.
except for series of downs when the invaders from Ohio pushed over their
lone score.
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Library Announces ROTC Expects
Banner Year
Plans For Year
The college librarian, Miss Alma 1.
Morrow, stated that new library books
will be available for use each month
of this school year, and further stated that she would like to see a space
in the REGISTER designated as the
"Library Corner."
Such a space
would provide for book reviews, announcements of gifts, films, recordings and additions of fiction and nonfiction books, some of which would
be listed as best sellers in the general
book collection including
bound
periodicals. The following new reference sets have been cataloged this
month: Collier's Encyclopedia, 1951,
20 vols; Hastings Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, 1951, 13 vols; The
Dictionary of National Biography,
1950, 25 vols; and 85 bound volumes
of periodicals.
Before the opening of school,
equipment in the periodical room was
re-arranged in order to increase the
seating capacity. Miss Morrow invites students to visit and make use
of this room.
Library Rules
In response to a question concerning the rules of the library, Miss Morrow replied that every student should
secure and read the printed sheet of
library rules and regulations, copies
of which are obtainable at the main
charging desk and Reserve Book
Room counter. She emphasized the
fact that it is absolutely necessary for
a student to present his Library Identification Slip to check out library
books and materials for overnight or
home use. This slip is the only means
of informing the circulation librarians
or student library assistants that the
person desiring to check out a book
is properly enrolled at A. and T. College and is entitled to the full use of
the library. Thus, a student should
bring his library identification slip
every time he comes to the library. If
a student failed to receive such a slip
when he registered, he should secure
one at once from the Bursar's Office.
The following rule is being observed
this year which is not listed on the
printed sheet of library rules. All
students, teachers, visitors, and patrons in the community using the library will be requested to go to the
inspection table before leaving the library. A quick check-up on the materials that a patron has will insure
the checker that they have been properly charged and are ready to be taken out of the library.
Reserve Books
Miss Morrow explained that reserved books are selected by teachers—
recommended for wide use. Students
who check out a reserved book for
overnight should realize the need of
returning it on time the next morning
lest he deprives his class mates of
the opportunity or privilege of reading their assignment. Past records reveal that upon several occasions, the
borrower had given the reserved book
that he had checked out to a friend
to return; however, the friend failed
to do this. Consequently, the borrower had to pay the entire cost of
the book.
Miss Morrow issued a
warning to ALL STUDENTS TO RETURN LIBRARY BOOKS WHICH
T H E Y HAVE WITHDRAWN TO
T H E LIBRARY.
In reply to an inquiry on the overcrowded attendance at night, Miss
Morrow commented that students
could make greater use of the library
in the day to provide more space in
the evening for those students who
must work in the afternoon to defray
their financial obligations.
Deviating from the routine of the
interview, Miss Morrow remarked that
she would like for the students to be
more careful about their personal
property.
During registration over
$170.00 had been found in meal books
and wallets left in the library.
Especially in one wallet was a folded
fifty dollar bill.
Concluding her interview, Miss
Morrow extended a cordial invitation
to the faculty and student body to
use extensively the resources of the
library.
0

By E. SHIRLEY TAYLOR, '53
Tuesday, October 14, was the date
the A. and T. College Infantry ROTC
Drill Team participated in North
Carolina State Fair activities staged
in Raleigh. Commendable results indicating extensive training in drill and
military discipline were shown by the
34 A. and T. cadets entered in the
show.
Cadet James Simmons, who was in
command, remarked to a REGISTER
staff reporter, that his squad that
drilled fifteen minutes before Lt.
Gen. Boiling, Third Army Commander and Governor Kerr Scott, was
outstanding and that greater honors
would be achieved next year.
Integrated corps of Air and Infantry is a movement that is expected
to be finalized soon. This move has
been reported as one of the major
issues of interest in the ROTC program here at A. and T. This move
pertains to normal formation of the
troops.
Major Robinson, one of the heads
of the ROTC program here stated

REGISTER

that "subject matter in ROTC is not
hard. It is very simple and is highly
valuable to each man enrolled. All
students must learn what is taught.
Therefore, it is our duty to make it
simple and understandable."
The Infantry ROTC has an increase
of 100 members to make its enrollment total 623. "We feel as if ihis
will be the best year for the military
in the enthtisiasm exhibited by the
cadets and in the evidence of unqualified cooperation of the school authorities," Major Robinson concluded.
0

A Long Trip
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All Girls Band
Is Organized
By VERNELL WATSON, '53
Announcing several openings in the
newly formed All Girls' Band, Miss
Yvonne Porter, a recent addition to
the Department of Music at A. and T.
who graduated from the Eastman
School of Music of the University of
Rochester, welcomes any girl who
plays an instrument to join the band.
All players are asked to meet Miss
Porter in the band room in Harrison
Auditorium for instructions. All instruments will be taught. This is the
first time in the history of the college that an all girls' band has been
formed. The first appearance of the
band will be at the homecoming game,
November 1.

A lady got on the bus and took
the only empty seat, next to a harmless looking stew. Soon she opened
a map of Manchuria. The drunk
studied the map, too, for a time, and
finally addressed the lady in an interested tone: "Sure you are on the
Until recently Ohio State was the
right bus?" he asked.
foremost co-ed school with an all
girls' band. Our own A. and T. Col0
lege is fortunate in joining those
"What does your wife say when schools pioneering such an organizayou stay out late like this?"
tion. The hand is fully equipped with
uniforms. The band will be led by
"Ain't got no wife."
"Then what's the idea of staying two majorettes and a drum majorette.
Colorful half time parades at the footout so late?"
ball games can now be anticipated

with the performance of the All Girls'
Band and the regular 120 piece marching band, which has performed so
spectacularly at the past three home
games.
0

Let Us Not Forget
How often do we forget the former
members of the REGISTER staff who
burned the midnight oil in an effort
to get "The Cream of College News"
to us on time?
Let us not forget our two former
editors 2nd Lt. Arthur B. Word, editor 1951-52, now with the armed
forces at Fort Benning, Georgia, and
2nd Lt. James O. Beckett, editor
1950-51, stationed overseas.
We also must refresh our memories
with the up-to-the minute sport articles written by Josue Amaro, who
is now stationed at Fort Jackson,
South Carolina.
Yes, these are only three of the
many, many ardent workers on the
REGISTER who are now serving in
the armed forces.
A resolutely happy person soon becomes a tiresome companion.

NOSE. THROAT.
f
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and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE
A responsible consulting organization has

examination,

reported the results of a continuing study by a

medical specialist and his assistants. T h e exam-

competent medical specialist and his staff on t h e

ination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,

effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

ears and throat.

A g r o u p o f p e o p l e from various walks of life

T h e m e d i c a l s p e c i a l i s t , after a thorough exam-

was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six

ination of every member of the group,

months this group of men and women smoked their

" I t is my opinion t h a t the ears, nose, throat and

normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 4 0 a day.

accessory organs of all participating subjects ex-

45%

amined by me were not adversely affected in t h e

of the group have smoked Chesterfields con-

including

X-ray

pictures,

tinually from one to thirty years for an average of

six-months period by smoking the

10 years each.

provided."

by

the

stated:

cigarettes

A t t h e b e g i n n i n g and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

Logical Question
Little Johnny, visiting his grandparents on their farm, saw a cow
for the first time. He asked what
the "things" on her head were.
"Horns," he was told. Just then she
mooed, bringing the question, "Which
horn did she blow then, Grandpa?"
0 •

His Fault
Judge: "Why are you here?"
Driver: "I was driving too slow."
Judge: "Too SLOW?"
Driver: "Yes, the officer caught
me."
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